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8. CONSERVATION OF ARCTIC HABITAT OUTSIDE THE 
PROTECTED AREAS SYSTEMS 
The following Chapter provides a preliminary overview of some of the measures in place within 
the Arctic countries to conserve Arctic habitat outside their Protected Areas Systems. 
8.1 Canada 
With the exception of lands under indigenous peoples ownership, Arctic lands are primarily 
under the administration of the federal government. In addition, the Northwest Territories and 
the Yukon Territory, the provinces of Newfoundland and Labrador, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba 
and Saskatchewan have legislation which impacts on the use of the Arctic lands within their 
jurisdiction (see appendix I). In addition to legislation, a number of measures have been put in 
place to deal with potential threats from various activities on the land and sea. The following 
processes may apply depending upon the scope and magnitude of the proposed activity: 
Land Use Permits: set conditions under which the land may be used, and regulate the land use 
activities of government agencies, industry, and the public. Conditions relevant to habitat 
protection primarily address pollution, erosion control, and general environmental protection. 
Regional Environmental Review Committee: representatives from federal and territorial 
agencies undertake an initial assessment of proposed development projects to determine if a 
further review is required. Environmental Assessment and Review Process (EARP): is the 
federal government's process for the screening and reviewing project proposals. EARP applies 
to proposals that are undertaken or financed by government, located on federal lands, or which 
may have an environmental effect on an area of federal responsibility. Initial assessment is 
carried out by the initiating federal department to determine the potential environmental and 
directly related social impacts. If the potential adverse environmental impacts will be significant, 
or if there is sufficient public concern, the'proposal is referred to the Minister of Environment 
for a public review by an independent panel. Arctic Waters Advisory Committee: provides a 
focal point for government agencies and native organizations to review and assess all projects, 
proposals, and industrial operations in Arctic waters to ensure that they are conducted in an 
environmentally acceptable manner as prescribed by the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act 
and Regulations and other applicable environmental legislation. Ocean Dumping, Advisorv 
Committee: provides an opportunity for government agencies to review and draft terms and 
conditions to be incorporated into permits pertaining to ocean dumping activities under the 
Ocean Dumping Regulations incorporated in the Environmental Protection Act. Canadian 
Heritage River System: is a co-operative system of federal , provincial and territorial 
governments to recognize Canadian rivers for natural and/or cultural heritage values and/or 
recreational potential. Canadian Heritage Rivers are managed by the responsible jurisdiction and 
may or may not be located within a protected area. 
Beyond the boundaries of the specific Protected Areas, indigenous peoples have maintained 
their right to conserve arctic habitat. In the Yukon and Northwest Territories, this underlying 
management and conservation responsibility is reflected within the Canadian governmental 
framework by the federal role of the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development 
and land claim organizations as land managers in the Territories; of the department of Fisheries 
and Oceans as fish and ocean managers; of the Department of the Environment as wildlife and 
habitat managers; and of Heritage Canada as manager of National Parks. 
8.2 Finland 
Thirteen rapids or watershed areas in the Province of Lapland are protected (1987) from 
construction of power plants and other hydroelectric development. A special law (1988) 
prohibits hydroelectric development in the Ounasjoki River and its watershed. The Forest Zones 
Protection Act (1 922) is aimed at the prevention of erosion of northern forest areas. It provides 
for the establishment of protected forest zones in the archipelago, along the coastline and in all 
areas where the forest has been a shelter for settlement and agriculture against wind erosion. It 
also states that it is forbidden to cut trees close to the shores of lakes, rivers and the sea if such 
woods are seen as important for breeding fish. The National Board of Forestry has also 
exempted forests growing under severe climatic conditions, such as highlands in northern 
Finland (over 300 m above sea level) from economic exploitation. The Recreation Act (1973) 
regulates the establishment of (municipal) recreation routes, the creation of (state) hilung areas 
in places that could not be protected under the Nature Conservation Act. 
8.3 GreenlandIDenmark 
In Greenland, the Protected Area System consists of three areas officially designated under the 
Nature Conservation Act as well as a series of Ramsar sites, caribou reserves and other areas 
which are not officially "designated" but nevertheless, are subject to regulations. Some of the 
measures in place are: 
in the southern-most parts of West Greenland, in whole valleys tree-cutting is 
prohibited, 
use of motorboats is prohibited in several fjords until September 1, 
use of bottom-gillnets for fisheries is prohibited in several fjords, 
all bird cliffs and breeding colonies (defined as 10 breeding pairs or more) in general 
have a surrounding protective zone of 5 km to 200 m. The radius of protection is 
determined on an individual species basis. Here disturbance and encroachment are 
prohibited or strictly regulated, 
surveys of biological resources and habitat are carried out in areas that may be 
subject to mineral exploration and extraction, 
the marine zone (three nautical miles) along the coast of the North and East National 
Park is protected as is the marine zone of Melville Bay. 
8.4 Iceland 
Please see Chapter 5, section 5.4. 
8.5 Norway 
In the Norwegian Protection Plan for River Systems, 11 1 river courses have been protected 
against hydroelectric exploitation in the Norwegian Arctic. National instructions are being 
prepared to avoid devastating encroachments (other than hydroelectric exploitation) in these 
river courses. The instructions aim at concretizing national objectives for the management of the 
rivers, and they form conditions for planning activities consistent with conservation values. They 
will also form the basis for determining priorities between conservation interests and other 
interests. 
The Planning and Building Act allows for political regulations to be made for defined area or 
objects such as rivers to prevent destruction of their natural quality. Areas such as wetlands can 
be given temporary protection for four years where major conflicts of land use arise. Smaller 
natural areas such as bays and marshes can be regulated for nature conservation purposes at the 
municipal level. The Act prohibits constructions of buildings, fences etc. within 100 meters 
along the coast. Other legislation includes the Forest Production and Protection Act. This Act 
authorizes the designation of specific forest areas of particular importance for nature 
conservation or open-air recreation. Regulation of forestry practices may also be laid down for 
these areas. The Act provides for the establishment of protected forest zones. This refer to 
forests protecting other forests, cultivated land or buildings, or forests growing under severe 
conditions. According to the Wildlife Act and the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act , due 
consideration shall be given to salmon and freshwater fish and wildlife in planning land use. In 
areas of major value to fish and wildlife, installations, construction work and other activities 
may be prohibited when this is necessary in order to preserve the natural environment of fish 
and wildlife. The Open-Air Recreation Act deals with the creation and maintenance of 
recreation areas and states the right of free public access to all uncultivated areas with no 
buildings. The state has purchased a number of areas which are termed public recreation areas. 
Although these areas are not designated primarily for conservation purposes, they are clearly of 
conservation value. The Cultural Heritage Act authorizes the protection of a zone around an 
ancient or historic monument in so far as this is necessary to preserve the effect of the 
monument in the landscape or in the environment. The Concession Act gives state and 
municipal preemption of land area, e.g. to favor conservation and recreation interests. 
Particular regulations applied to Svalbard (The Svalbard Act) aim at protecting nature and 
territorial waters against pollution, refuse-dumping and other influences which can harm 
humans, plants and animal wildlife and the environment, or which seem to spoil the appearance 
or shape of the landscape. 
8.6 Russia 
In Russia, conservation measures outside protected areas include: 
legislative norms on natural resources use, 
seasonal prohibition on certain activities, 
protective measures for endangered species habitats, 
protection of "green zones" around cities, 
restrictions of economic activities in recreational areas and health resorts, 
regulations of cultural activities in the interests of habitat conservation, 
environmental impact assessment. 
8.7 Sweden 
In addition to the Protected Areas covered under the Nature Conservancy Act, provisions for 
nature conservation are also included in forestry legislation. The Forestrv Act (19791 contains 
provision for "forests difficult to regenerate and protected forests", the cutting of trees within 
these forests is restricted, and requires permission. A more general requirement of the same law 
is that conservation interests should be considered by all landowners undertalung forestry 
activities. According to "prescriptions and general advice" issued by the National Board of 
Forestry, limitations should be placed on the area that is to be clear-felled. The Environmental 
Protection Act (1969) provides for specific areas against pollution. The Natural Resources Act 
(1987) provides a limited form of protection to wide areas of the country; it deals with long- 
term use of natural resources and it attempts to strike a balance between differing interests. 
Designated areas may be for recreation or nature conservation, and areas so declared will often 
obtain a degree of protection for their natural value. The Act protects continuous mountain 
areas against physical exploitation such as buildings and constructions. Other enterprises in 
these areas are allowed only if they do not affect the character of the area. Several large rivers 
are protected against hydroelectric exploitation (e.g. Torne River, Kalix River, Pite River and 
Vindel River). Since 1986 permission is needed for drainage of wetlands. If a wetland is 
classified as a site of hgh nature value, the County Administrative Board can reject the project. 
Drainage of wetlands is controlled and can be prohibited in valuable areas. Lakes and streams 
have a zone of protection against building (100 meters). According to The Reindeer 
Management - Act, the County Administrative Board decides the maximum number of semi- 
domestic reindeer within a given area. In such decisions other interests should be considered. 
Further, the reindeer management sector has to consider the conservation interests. 
8.8 United States of America (Alaska) 
The Alaska State Legislature classified certain areas as being essential to the protection of fish 
and wildlife habitat. These areas are designated as either a refuge, critical habitat, or sanctuary. 
Here a special area permit is required for any habitat altering work, including any construction 
activity. The Fish Habitat Permit affords some protection to the habitat of fish streams. Its 
purpose is to conserve Alaska's fish and game populations and their habitats within anadromous 
fish streams. There are a large number of Federal laws governing natural resources outside 
protected areas: 
The Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (19801, gave Wild and Scenic River 
classification to a number of streams. For Arctic regions, there are two outside of designated 
preservation units: Alagnak and Unalakleet. The criteria for Wild and Scenic Rivers are based 
on scenic features, wilderness characteristics and other recreational opportunities that would be 
impaired by alteration, development, or impoundment, and float trip possibilities. The Migratorv 
Bird Treatv Act of 1918, as amended established Federal responsibility for the protection of 
migratory birds and gave effect to treaties with Canada, Mexico, Japan and the Soviet Union. 
The act is basic to protecting populations and habitats of migratory birds, managing their 
distribution, ecological diversity, introduction and restoration, and guiding research programs. 
The Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act of 1980. as amended in 1988 recognized the value of 
non-game migratory species and the need to plan for and manage non-game resources. It 
provided for financial assistance to states for developing non-game conservation plans and 
programs and instructed all Federal agencies to conserve non-game fish and wildlife and their 
habitats. In November 1988, the act was amended to include among its purposes the monitoring 
of all non-game migratory bird populations and identification of effects of environmental 
changes and human activities on non-game migratory birds. The Driftnet I m ~ a c t  Monitoring 
Assessment and Control Act of 1987 stipulated that the United States would pursue agreements 
with Japan, Republic of Korea, and Taiwan to establish an observer program to document the 
mortality of marine mammals, seabirds, and other marine resources in their high-seas squid 
driftnet fisheries. This was the first legislation expressing the United States' concern for 
mortality of seabirds in fishing gear and that the mortality should be monitored. The Marine 
Mammal Protection Act, as amended in 1988 establishes, with certain specified exemptions, a 
moratorium on the talung and importation of marine mammals as well as products taken from 
them, and establishes procedures for waiving the moratorium and transferring management 
responsibility to the State,s. The law authorized establishment of a Marine Mammal Commission 
with specified advisory and research duties and required establishment of an observer program 
to monitor the incidental mortality of marine birds and mammals in selected domestic fisheries. 
Indians, Aleuts, and Eskimos are generally exempt from the moratorium on taking provided that 
taking was conducted for the sake of subsistence or for the purpose of creating and selling 
authentic native articles of handicraft or clothing. The International Agreement on the 
Conservation of Polar Bears and their Habitat prohibits taking of polar bears except: for 
scientific purposes; for conservation purposes; to prevent serious disturbance of the 
management of other living resources; by local people using traditional methods in the exercise 
of their traditional rights; or wherever polar bears have or might have been subject to taking by 
traditional means by its nationals. The agreement also discusses general research and 
conservation provisions, and specifies that sluns and other items of value are not to be used 
commercially. The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (19761 allows designation and 
management through land use planning. The Clean Air Act and the Clean Water Act regulate 
polluting emissions in air and water and control the discharge of dredge and fill material. The 
Endangered Species Act (19731 provides for conservation of endangered and threatened species 
and their habitat. The coastal states are encouraged to develop and implement coastal zone 
management plans through the Coastal Zone Management Act (1972). The National 
Environmental Policy Act (19691 ensures that unquantified environmental values are given 
appropriate consideration, along with economic and technical considerations. The Estuarv 
Protection Act (1968) highlighted the values of estuaries and the need to conserve their natural 
resources. It authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to enter into cost-sharing agreements with 
States and subdivisions for permanent management of estuarine areas in their possession. The 
Secretary was required to establish conditions to ensure the permanent protection of estuaries, 
including a condition that the lands not be disposed of without the prior approval of the 
Secretary. The Federal Power Act regulates the development of water power and resources. It 
requires incorporation of fish and wildlife concerns in licensing, re-licensing and exemption 
procedures. The Rivers and Harbors Act of 1938 provides for wildlife conservation to be given 
"due regard" in planning Federally funded water resources projects. 
For other relevant Federal laws, see Appendix 11. 
8.9 Summary 
Most Arctic Nations have legislative tools which can be used to conserve wildlife and habitat 
outside the Protected Areas system, and some nations have given protection to some of their 
threatened habitats (e.g. untouched rivers and wilderness areas) outside the system. The 
protection given varies, but generally some human activities are permitted. 
8.10 Further Action by CAFF 
In parallel with its preparation of a Network of Protected Areas Plan for the circumpolar Arctic, 
CAFF is initiating further study on the question of habitat conservation outside the protected 
area systems in anticipation of developing appropriate recommendations for the Ministers of the 
Environment. 

9. POTENTIAL OR ACTUAL THREATS TO ARCTIC 
HABITATS AND SPECIES 
The ecosystems and the biodiversity of the Arctic can be threatened by many human activities 
and the Arctic countries have identified several of particular concern in their respective 
countries or the region, as a whole. Major threats to Arctic habitats are primarily related to 
activities associated with the exploitation of natural resources, development of infrastructure, 
increased public use, and pollution. Individual threats and potential negative consequences, are 
outlined in this chapter: 
9.1 Potential or Actual Threats - A Survey 
Hydropower Developmerzts 
The development of hydropower plants has altered, and will be altering, many watercourses in 
all countries in the Arctic area; e.g. the province of Quebec is proposing to flood an extensive 
area of Northern Quebec as part of a large-scale hydroelectric development. This could have a 
significant impact on the hydrological and local climatic conditions of Hudson Bay area and 
subsequent loss of key terrestrial and aquatic habitats. 
Mining Activities 
Mining occurs in Russia, Canada, Alaska and the islands of Svalbard. The installations and the 
physical encroachment can have a great impact on the environment. Offshore mining if carried 
out improperly could potentially, for example, bury seabird feeding grounds or cause pollution 
from metals that occur naturally in the sediments, such as mercury, arsenic, cadmium, and lead. 
Mining of rock and gravel from outcrops for use in construction can destroy cliff and talus 
habitats (but, paradoxically, may also have positive consequences of creating desirable habitat). 
Recent discoveries of diamonds in the central Canadian Arctic resulted in a diamond-rush where 
over 130 000 square kilometers were staked. During the winter of 1993194, two exploratory 
mining operations were undertaken in the area. The initial results of small core drilling programs 
indicate that at least one of the operators will be submitting an application to the federal 
government in late 1994 or early 1995 for development of a full-scale mining operation. Several 
options for developing all-weather road access to the area, which was previously accessible by 
air and winter road only, are as of mid- 1994 being considered by the territorial government. The 
Red Dog mine in Alaska is an example that successful mitigation is possible. Seepage from this 
open pit mine initially raised heavy metal levels in nearby surface waters; problems were 
resolved in 1991 by rerouting the stream away from pit seepage and by collecting and treating 
all seepage before discharge. 
Petroleum Exploration and Development Activities 
Impacts within developed oil fields may include direct habitat loss due to gravel placement for 
roads and work pads, and indirect loss due to alteration of drainage patterns, dust deposition 
and contaminants. 
Regionally, the relatively flat, continuous wetland landscape is altered by a network of roads, 
pipelines, and facilities. Activity and the physical presence of facilities can influence caribou 
movement and may cause avoidance of some areas by waterfowl. Scavengers, including Arctic 
foxes and gulls, are attracted to potential food sources (garbage). Impacts due to exploration 
may include localized habitat loss or terrain disturbance from exploratory wells. Access to 
exploratory wells is generally by ice roads in the winter, resulting in minimal habitat impacts. 
Polar bears have been attracted to coastal and offshore exploratory sites. Future development is 
planned in Canada, Russia and the United States. Exploration continues along the coast of 
Canada and offshore areas in the Beaufort Sea, in the Barents Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk, and 
along the Alaska coast and offshore in the Beaufort, Chukchi and Bering Sea and in Shelikof 
Strait. Future petroleum development in the Canadian Western Arctic also includes inshore 
areas such as the Mackenzie Valley. For example, a proposal exists for the development of gas 
pipelines to transport gas to northern Alberta from the Beaufort Sea coast. 
Oil Spills 
Continuing exploration, production and transportation pose the threat of a major oil spill in an 
area of very high biological productivity. A spill of any size could have a significant negative 
impact. Spills of crude oil and refined fuels from ships and from onshore and offshore oil 
facilities are significant threats to marine wildlife. There is routine spillage and bilge pumping 
from smaller vessels. Different types of oil have different impacts; for example, diesel is initially 
more toxic, but disperses faster than crude oil. Species with small populations and limited 
ranges are extremely vulnerable to catastrophic events involving petroleum. Many seabirds fall 
into this category. Also, oil breakdown in the Arctic region is much slower than in temperate 
zones and the effects of a spill last far longer. 
Ocean Dumping 
Since 1975, 37 ocean dumping permits have been issued for the Arctic, authorizing oil spill 
experiments and the disposal of dredge spoils, scrap metal and freeze-accelerating additives 
used in construction of ice islands. There are no immediate solutions to the problem of land- 
based waste disposal of scrap metal accumulated from communities and oil and gas operations. 
It is often less expensive to dump equipment and supplies into the ocean rather than haul them 
to other locations for reuse. Ocean disposal causes floating debris and the release of toxic 
substances into the marine ecosystem. 
Transportation and Infrastructure 
With increasing demands for the development of northern industry and communities, and the 
rapid expansion of the ecotourism business, an associated infrastructure is essential. Numbers of 
pipe lines, runways, roads etc. will undoubtedly increase or expand, directly affecting the natural 
environment through easier access, and indirectly through wildlife habitat fragmentation. 
Cumulative damage from off-road vehicle (ORV) use, including snowmobiles and four 
wheelers, increasing numbers of people, and circumstances where the vegetation cover is 
damaged and wildlife displaced or eliminated are other potential negative impacts. 
The expansion of modern forestry in the Arctic has drastically increased threats to forest species 
of plants and animals. Effects of modern forestry can be 1) decrease of the amount of deciduous 
trees, 2) decrease in the amount of dead and decaying timber, 3) decrease of old-growth forests, 
which affects species specialized in this habitat, 4) fragmentation of forests and 5) lack of big 
trees, which affects big birds of prey by reducing nesting trees. Fragmentation of habitats can 
lead to species loss and endangerment and reduction of genetic diversity since the smaller size 
and increased distances between remnants reduces recolonization. Plaughing of soil destroys 
mychorhizza and liberates aluminum from the soil. Clear-cutting and planting replaces the multi- 
layered structure with a uniform structure and same-age trees and threatens biodiversity. The 
lack of continuity and of dead wood in the taiga threatens mosses, lichens and fungi more than it 
does vascular plants. The greatest threat against vascular plants in the taiga is the drainage of 
wet and moist forest by digging ditches. In fauna, the effects are greatest on invertebrates, e.g. 
beetles and butterflies and birds (species nesting in tree holes and species of old-growth forests 
like siberian jay and capercaille), as well as some larger vertebrates (predators) which are 
affected by human disturbance. In many cases the most threatened species are not or are only 
scarcely represented in the protected areas. A reason may be that these species are restricted to 
productive forests, and such forests are among the most expensive habitats to conserve. 
Wetland drainage and conversion 
Wetland habitats are exposed to a multitude of human activities. This has become a serious 
problem because wetlands function as key habitats for the survival of many species of flora and 
fauna and serve many biophysical purposes. 
Overgrazing 
Overgrazing by reindeer is an increasing problem in all the Scandinavian countries and in Russia. 
When the lichen is all consumed, there is no vegetation left on the ground. This starts a soil 
erosion problem, which creates great problems with reestablishing the vegetation. There are also 
indications that caribou may be overgrazing some of their habitats in North America. 
Overgrazing has occurred by cattle, sheep, reindeer and caribou, and by voles and ground 
squirrels in some areas. The rapid expansion of Lesser Snow Goose populations in recent years 
has led to overgrazing of certain coastal lowland habitats in Canada. Although the problem is 
localized at this time, it could become a bigger problem if populations continue to increase. 
Fisheries Practices 
Over-fishing disrupts marine food-chains and populations of seabirds. In the last decades this 
has caused a serious problem for both the marine ecosystem and the fisheries, especially in the 
Norwegian Sea, the Barents Sea, the Bering Sea and in Alaska's coastal zone. Over-fishing of 
capelin, cod, herring and pacific sandlance have either led to or been a contributing factor to 
reduced populations of seabirds in some of these regions. There have been crashes in the cod 
population off Canada's east coast and this may, in turn, lead to over-fishing of capelin and 
other alternate fish stocks. Another problem that can be encountered is inadequate disposal or 
treatment of fisheries waste which can lead to overabundance of certain "nuisance" species. 
Alaskan waters are the only places within the world ranges of capelin and sandlance where these 
species are not commercially fished, although both Japan and Iceland have recently expressed an 
interest in the Alaskan capelin fishery. These developments point to possible conflicts between 
commercial fisheries and seabirds in Alaska. Throughout the Arctic certain fishing activities 
have resulted in incidental mortality of seabirds. The major causes of this mortality are drowning 
through entrapment in nets, bird strikes on structural features of fishing vessels, and shooting of 
birds from vessels. The situation is complicated because most seabirds depend on resources 
beyond protected territorial waters. In addition to seabirds, marine mammals such as pennipeds 
and whales are also very dependent upon this resource. Summer feeding areas for these 
mammals are concentrated in many parts of the Arctic and over-fishing may have serious 
impacts on their fragile population structure. 
Rapid Expansion of Tourism 
The cumulative impacts of the burgeoning tourism industry including formal and informal 
transportation infrastructure, waste, noise and increased population, could be substantial. For 
example, wildlife species that frequent riparian habitats (including large prey) could be affected 
if large 'numbers of tourists are concentrated along riverine areas. In the Arctic the vulnerable 
vegetation easily shows signs of wear in areas where traffic is increasing. In addition, 
recreational impacts can increase with increased visitation, e.g. hunting, fishing, fuel caching, 
and wheeled, fixed-wing aircraft landings. It is possible to minimize these impacts by carefully 
managing use; for example, the State of Alaska has a highly successful brown bear viewing 
program in McNeil h v e r  State Game Sanctuary. Greenland, Finland and some other countries 
have strict regulations for visitors to their National Parks and other Protected Areas. However, 
lack of adequate surveillance can undermine the legal initiatives. 
Noise 
Concerns have been raised, particularly by native hunters of wildlife and by the scientific 
community, that there is a potential negative effect of noise on wildlife. The concern is directed 
at both underwater and land-based noise created by human activities such as marine traffic, 
aircraft overflights, and oil and gas drilling on artificial islands. 
Over-exploitation of Wildlife Resources/Hunting Pressures 
Native and non-Native residents and visitors of the Arctic hunt, fish, and trap a variety of 
wildlife species for consumptive purposes. Increased hunting pressure on some wildlife 
populations is a significant area of concern in many parts of the region. Over-exploitation of 
certain wildlife species (e.g. seabirds) can result when other species are in decline (e.g. cod, 
caribou). Also, industrial development or local expansion of transportation infrastructure can 
provide greater access to wildland areas. This in turn can contribute to habitat fragmentation, 
terrain damage and further increased access to sensitive areas. The effects of increased access as 
a result of development can be mitigated somewhat by development companies; for example, 
possession of guns and hunting is strictly prohibited for oil company employees on Alaska's 
North Slope. Also, when facilities come on line, or are being developed, allowances for 
protection/enforcement can be part of the overall budget. 
Introduced Species 
There are several examples of the sorts of problems that can arise when species are introduced 
either intentionally or inadvertently. In the case of seabirds predation and habitat destruction by 
animals introduced to islands has been the largest factor in the reduction or extirpation of 
seabird populations in many parts of the world. For example, historically, the impact of 
introduced mammals on Alaskan seabird populations has been greater than that from any other 
human activity. In most parts of the Arctic new introductions of exotic species may occur in the 
future, such as the potential escape of rats from wrecked ships, with potentially disastrous 
effects on seabirds. 
In the Scandinavian countries productive birch forests are replaced by spruce. Spruce-planting 
in these areas is a serious encroachment on the original ecosystem, and in many cases it is a 
large-scale introduction of an alien species. Pinus contorta has been introduced to many areas in 
the Swedish arctic and so has Festuca ssp as a road-side plant. The latter is a cultivated form 
that can interbreed with natural species. Introductions of new (exotic) species have destroyed 
original fish populations in many lakes and streams in Northern Finland. Introductions also 
increase the threat from fish diseases and parasites, e.g. spread of Gyrodactylis salaris. 
Atmospheric Deposition 
Concern has increased over the threat of long distance transport of airborne pollutants, such as 
sulfur compounds, metals, and organic compounds from northern Europe, Russia, and Asia. 
Airborne Contaminants * 
Recent studies have shown that there are significant levels of organic contaminants in certain 
marine mammal species. It has been determined that a significant portion of these contaminants 
are carried to the Arctic by prevailing wind systems. The contaminants are then magnified 
through the various aquatic trophic levels ending up in marine mammals. This is a significant 
concern to people, particularly the Inuit, who rely on marine mammals for a large part of their 
diet. 
Waterborne Contaminants * 
Many of the watersheds on the arctic mainland drain northward to the Arctic Ocean. Most 
contaminants that are deposited into these water systems ultimately find their way into northern 
water systems. Active and abandoned military sites are leachlng toxic wastes into fresh- and 
saltwater systems. There is considerable concern about the impacts of industries such as 
hardrock and placer mining, and several pulp and paper plants. Contaminants that may be 
deposited into riverine systems by these activities, could accumulate in fish and other aquatic 
species that form a large part of the northern peoples native diet. 
" ~ 0 t h  air and waterborne contaminants may be having significant impacts on 
the flora and fauna, as well as upon the indigenous peoples. For example, in 
Canada and Svalbard the general quality of polar bear health appears to be 
declining and reproductive rates are down. Further research is required to 
identify stresses that contaminants place on both flora and fauna communities. 
There is also the consideration of pollution from waters of one industrial 
country to another. Although standards from one country may be different 
from that of another, there may be impacts on wildlife which are unrelated to 
defined sources of pollution. 
Nuclear Waste 
Many nuclear waste disposal sites have recently been discovered in the north-western part of 
Russia (Norilsk, Kola, Novaya Sernlya) and in the vicinity of Ogotoruk Valley near Cape 
Thompson in Alaska. The site in Alaska was established in the early 1960s during studies 
conducted for the Atomic Energy Commission's Project Chariot program. The U.S. Department 
of Energy and Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation completed cleanup of this 
site, to the satisfaction of local residents, during the summer of 1993. 
Toxic Waste 
Toxic chemicals have been discovered in waste dumps at abandoned and active military sites on 
Amchitka, Attu, Great Sitkin, and other islands in the Aleutian Islands Sub-unit of Alaska 
Maritime National Wildlife Refuge; and Yukon Delta and Togiak national wildlife refuges. 
Contaminants include petroleum fuels, solvents, and some metals. Polychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCBts),at some sites are moderately toxic and can accumulate in bird tissues. 
Climate Change 
The potential negative impacts of climate change are many. Any long-term warming of northern 
climates could be critical if it leads to a significant rise in sea levels. Extensive areas of coastal 
lowland, which are important habitats for breeding waterfowl and shorebirds, could be flooded. 
Warmer temperatures could have a serious impact on the permafrost regime and Arctic plant 
communities which have developed unique adaptations to excessive cold. Ecological effects of 
global warming will be more apparent in arctic ecosystems because of their greater sensitivity to 
climate change and the relative magnitude of warming in the Arctic. Climate models predict 
warming at high latitudes from two to three times the global average. Arctic and taiga 
(evergreen forest of northern latitudes) ecosystems contain approximately 20-25 percent of the 
world's terrestrial carbon in dead organic matter in the seasonally thawed layer and in 
permafrost. Long-term warming would facilitate decomposition and drying, thus potentially 
releasing vast quantities of methane and carbon dioxide, further amplifying warniing. Oxidation 
of this soil organic matter, as a result of climate change, could cause an injection of carbon 
equal to two-thirds of the current atmospheric content. (While northern soils are normally active 
sinks for carbon, sequestering and storing dead organic material, recent results show that tundra 
studied in Alaska no longer serves as a carbon sink, but has begun to release significant 
quantities of carbon.) Temperature changes, especially warming, are likely to have major effects 
on arctic marine ecosystems. These systems are adapted to the presence of sea ice, and any 
reduction in ice cover inevitably would cause disruption. Ice-related organisms dominate at all 
levels in the food chain, from ice algae to ringed seals, arctic foxes and polar bears, all of which 
depend on the availability of ice as a platform for growth (ice algae), hunting (e.g. polar bears 
and arctic foxes) and reproduction (ringed seals). All the birds of the High Arctic depend on ice- 
related food. Furthermore, much of the richness of the far northern seas depends on the 
particular ocean structure generated by contact between polar, ice-dominated water and warmer 
North Pacific or Atlantic water. Whereas in some arctic shallow continental shelf areas, the 
productivity of the sea would increase with a reduction in ice cover, in many areas it would be 
more likely to decrease and the world's major fishery areas would doubtless undergo major 
changes. 
9.2 Summary 
There are many categories of threats to terrestrial, limnological and marine habitats in the 
Arctic, some actual and some potential. The threats are directly and indirectly related to the 
consequences of human activities. Exploitation of hydropower, petroleum, minerals, forests etc. 
are examples of considerable human encroachment, which can have significant negative impacts 
on the natural environment and proper functioning of the Arctic ecosystems, if improperly or 
unsustainably managed. Other threats are related to the development of human societies, 
including urban development, expansion of transportation systems and increased public use of 
nature. Over-fishing and overgrazing are negative consequences of human over-exploitation of 
biological resources or use of improper methods. Introductions of alien species, use of breeding 
domestic animals, and planting alien species, can also pose serious threats to the balance in the 
ecosystems. Pollution and waste from motorized traffic, power plants, mining and other 
industries, increasing urbanization, etc. can have direct and indirect consequences for all kinds 
of Arctic habitats, and on climatic conditions. The Arctic area can also be negatively affected by 
military activities, both on land and in the sea. 
All these threats constitute a great challenge to the management of Arctic nature and its 
resources. There are some good models on ways to minimize threats andlor mitigate the 
negative consequences and together, through the CAFF process, countries and other 
stakeholders are coming together to share information and ideas on how to conserve Arctic 
flora and fauna in conjunction with sustainable use of northern latitude ecosystems. 
Table 9.1 - Threats to the Arctic Habitats and Species (Actual or Potential) - a Preliminary 
Overview. 
9.3 Further Action by CAFF 
The information gained as a result of preparing this Report is serving as an introduction, and 
preliminary overview for the work CAFF has begun in carrying out further in-depth analysis of 
various threats to the Arctic ecosystem and its' wildlife. As announced and endorsed at the 
1993 Nuuk conference of Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy Ministers of Environment, 
CAFF will prepare a report and recommendations for the Ministers as a component of its 
continuing work on threats. 
PART 2 
A DIRECTORY OF 
PROTECTED AREAS IN THE ARCTIC 
KEY TO THE DIRECTORY OF PROTECTED AREAS IN THE ARCTIC 
IUCN-categories Kamsar Site 
The Roman numeral (I-VIII) refer to the IUCN 
management categories, (see Table 4.1, Part 1). 
Registration Number 
The registration number has two parts: One letter 
code for each country, and a number for each area, 
(e.g. ALA001). 
Letter codes: 
CAN = Canada NOR = Norway 
FIN = Finland RUS = Russia 
GRE = Greenland SWE = Sweden 
ICE = Iceland ALA = Alaska (USA) 
Area Name 
Name and national designation of the protected 
area. 
National designations: 
CP = Country Park 
LPA = Landscape Protected Area 
NCA = Nature Conservation Area 
NM = National Monument 
NNL = National Natural Landmark 
NPark = National Park 
NPres = National Preserve 
NR = Nature Reserve 
NWA = National Wildlife Area 
SCHA = State Critical Habitat Area 
SGR = State Game Refuge 
SGS = State Game Sanctuary 
SP = State Park 
This area have been designated to the List of 
Wetlands of International Importance. (The 
Convention on Wetland of International 
Importance, Ramsar 197 1 .) 
Latitude and Longitude 
This state the latitude and longitude of the centre 
of the protected area. 
Physical Geographical Regions 
Physical Geographical Region systems in the 
Arctic vary considerably from one country to 
another. Therefore, there are special codes for each 
country. 
Canada and Alaska (USA): 
Code Physical Geographical Region 
NA1 = Alasak Tundra 
NA2 = Brooks Range Tundra 
NA3 = Alaska Boreal Interior 
NA4 = Taiga Cordillera 
NA6 = Pacific maitime Mountains 
NA7 = Taiga Plain 
NA8 = Southern Arctic 
NA9 = Taiga Shield 
NAlO = Northern Arcitc 
NAI 1 = Arctic Cordillera 
NA12 = Hudson Plain 
Nordic Countries: 
Code Physical Geographical Region 
NC1 = Arctic - Alpine Zone 
NC2 = Alpine Zone 
NC3 = Northern Boreal Zone 
Year 1 NC4 = Northern-Southern Boreal Zone 
Referring to the year the area was officially 
protected. 
Area I I 
Protected areas in hectare (ha). 
NC5 = Middle Boreal Zone 
NC6 = Oceanic Middle Boreal Zone 
NC11= Glacier 
Svalbard (Norway): 
NO1 = Glacier 
NO2 = High Arctic 
NO3 = Middle Arctic 
Greenland: 1 Canada: 
Code Phvsical Geop- 
GLl = Glacier 
GL2 = High Arctic 
GL3 = Dry Low Arctic 
GL4 = Humid Low Arctic 
GL5 = Northern Boreal Zone 
Russia: 
Code Phvsical Geonauhical Region 
RUl = Glacier 
RU5 = Grasslands and Hayfields 
RU8 = Tundra Plains of Sparse Utilisatio 
RU9 = Taiga of Limited Exploitation 
Arctic Desert and Tundra Plains 
Subarctic Tundra Plains 
Northern Taiga Plains 
Alluvial Meadows and Deltas 
Wetlands 
Arctic Mountainous Dessert 
Mountainous Tundra 
Mountainous Sparse Forest 
Owner 
States the formal owner ship of the protected area. 
P = Private 
M = Municipality 
C = County 
S = State 
Canada: 
TE = Territorial Government 
PR = Provincial Government 
FE = Federal 
AB = Aboriginal Lands 
Management Authority 
Management authority responsible for the formal 
management of the protected area. 
L = Local 
C = County 
S = State 
AB = Aboriginal Lands 
EC = Ecological ReserveIArea 
HI = Historic Area or Park 
MI3 = Migratory Bird Sanctuary 
NA = National Park 
NW = National Wildlife Areas 
PV = Provincial Area or Park 
RA = Ramsar Wetland Site 
WA = Wilderness Area 
WD = Wilderness Area 
WM = Wildlife Management Area 
WP = Wildlife Protection Area 
Main Habitat Type 
Main habitat types constituting the protected area. 
The remarks describe particularities of the area. 
MainISpecial Ecologicat Fun 
Indicates ecological function(s) of the protected 
area. For example, main living area of certain 
species, or wintering site of seabirds. 
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Canada Main habitat type Ecological function 0 
Year 
C AFF 
Code Name 
1961 108,300 6935 128 47 NA8 FE MB 
River delta. 
CAN025 Anderson River Delta Migratory Bud 
sanc Waterfowls and a large 
diversity of passerine buds 
1961 2,051,800 72 44 123 19 NA1O FE MB 
Several rivers,deltas.sand. gravel cover 
much of the areas. 
IIXIXIID 
Large colony of Lesser snow 
geese. Winbing: Peary 
Caribou. 
CAN026 Banks Island No.1 Migratory Bud 
Sanct 
1961 14,200 74 00 119 45 NA'O FE MB 
Thomson River dominates the area. Lesser snow geese Black 
grant. Musk ox. Arctic fox. 
CAN027 Banks Island No.2 Migratory Bud 
Sanct 
CAN028 Bowman Bay Wildlife Sanctuary 
CAN030 Bylot Island MBS 
1958 25,900 64 15 76 00 NA'O FE MB -1 rn 
Three disjunct groups of rocky islands. 
CAN03 1 Cape Dorset Migratory Bud 
Sanctuary 
1957 815,900 6601 7340 NA'O R F E M B m r n  
Extensive sedge lowland. A tidal zone 
up to 15 km inland. 
l x z l n m  
The worlds largest goose 
colony. 
UInInXl 
CAN032 Dewey Soper-Res. Migratory Bud 
Sanct 
1959 116,600 64 05 82 12 :i:o FE MB -1 rn 
Flat sedge meadows. 
1959 148,900 63 50 85 55 NA8 FE MB 
Boas R. flows through an extensive 
sedge 1owland.Tidal flats 
1961 60,600 6913 13519 NA8 F E M B m m  
CAN033 East Bay Migratory Bud Sanctuary 
CAN034 Harry Gibbons Migratory Bud 
Sanctuary 
CAN035 Kendall Island Migratory Bud 
Sanctuary 
CAN036 McConnell River Migratory Bud 
Sanct 
1992 5,040 70 02 90 00 NA'O FE MB -1 
One island. Vertical cliffs on all sides A major seabird community. 
of the island. Marine mammals. 
1982 300,000 68 40 93 00 NA'O R TE RA -1 
CAN037 Prince Leopold Island MBS 
CAN038 Rasmussen Lowlands 
CAN039 Queen Maud Gulf MBS 
CAN040 Old Crow Special Management Area 
CAN041 Hay-Zamma Lake 
CAN042 Hershel Island Tenitorial Park 
1982 50,000 58 30 119 00 NA7 R PR RRA 
1927 2,396,000 63 56 102 49 NA8 MU WP 
NA9 
1939 142,500 53 06 79 53 NA'2 MU WP 
The biggest island is mainly 
unconsolidated sand and gravel 
1939 29,800 51 20 79 38 NA12 FE MB rn 
Coastal marsh, tidal flats. 
1958 1.450 51 20 80 25 NA'2 FE MB -1 
CAN043 Thelon Game Sanctuary 
~~ 
Polar bear: Summer retreats 
and maternity denning areas. 
llXTllm 
CAN044 Twin Islands Wildlife Sanctuary 
CAN045 Hanna Bay Migratory Bud Sanctuary 
CAN046 Moose River Migratory Bud 
Sanctuary 
1941 17,700 51 50 78 55 NA'2 FE MB rn 
Coastel mud flats, sedge grass Very impon.for variety of 
lowland, willow and spruce. migrating and moulting 
waterbirds 
1978 13,707,210 57 47 93 29 NA12 PR WM 
CAN047 Boatswain Bay Migratory bud 
Sanctuary 
CAN049 Cape Churchill Wildlife MGMT Area 
CAN055 Intowin Wildlife Sanctuary 
25 areas in IUCN CategoryIV 
46 areas in IUCN Category I - V 
28,467,400 ha, total 
44,080,095 ha, 8.4% of total Arctic area in Canada 
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Canada 
CAFF 
Code Name 
72 areas in Canada 
Main habitat type Ecological function 
C 
Area Lati- Longi- 
Year ha tude tude secondary . 
48,896,646 ha protected Arctic area (all classes) 
9.3% protected Arctic area of 526,077,700 ha total Arctic area 
4.9% protected Arctic area of 997,061,000 ha total land area 

FINLAND 
Main habitat type Ecological function Finland 
CAFF 
Code Name 
IUCN Categoty I 
FINO05 Kevo 
FIN006 Malla 
FIN007 Maltio 
FINO08 Sompio 
FIN009 Vaenioe 
5 areas in IUCN Category1 
0 
geo.unit 2 o B - 
Area Lati- Longi- primw, 
ha tude tude secondary Year 
1956 71,170 6931 2635 NC3 S S r l x n x n m  
Forest; mainly birch. Wetland; mires. 
Canyon. 
Calcium rich soil. 
1956 14,686 67 24 28 41 NC3 S S m u n n  
Mainly spruce. 
Forest; mainly spruce and birch. 
1982 12,412 67 43 29 38 NC3 S S l I n x n m  
Forest, mainly birch. 
119,268 ha, total 
uul11111 
Untouched area. 
111111111 
Very rich flora. 
1111111111 
III1X1uln 
Bear, otter, golden eagle. 
m11111 
IUCN Categoty I1 
FINO0 1 Lemmenjoki NPark 
FIN003 Pyhatunturi NPark 
2 areas in IUCN Category11 
1956 285,484 68 42 25 39 NC3 S S l I K I m m  L l I € d m  
Forest, spruce, pine, birch. Wetland. Untouched forest area. Bear, 
mainly bogs. wolf, wolverine, geese, swans. 
1938 4,231 67 01 27 08 NC3 S S I u u n  uIn11111 
Forest; spruce; pine. Wetland; mires. 
289,715 ha, total 
IUCN Categoty IV 
FIN002 Pallas-Ounastunturi NPark 
FIN004 Urho Kekkonen NPark 
FINO10 Mustaoja-Nunarawoma 
FINO1 1 Haikara-aapa-Vitsikkoaapa 
FIN012 Ahvenwoma 
FIN013 Jietanaswoma 
FIN014 Silmaswoma 
FINO15 Siukatanjani 
FIN016 Leppawoma-Mustavuoma 
FIN017 Sotkavuoma 
FINO 18 Uura-aapa 
FINO 19 Terstojanka 
FIN020 Tollowoma-Vasanvuoma 
FIN02 1 Piessuo-Luomusjoki 
FIN022 Peran Marinjanka 
FIN023 Sota-aapa 
106 
s s u z l x n m  
Forest, spruce, pine, birch. Wetland, 
mainly bogs. 
s s 1 7 X 1 7 X l l m  
Forest; spruce, pine, birch. Wetland; 
mires. 
l I K l n o n n  
Mire 
m u n n  
Mire 
muun 
Mire 
munn 
Mire 
i I l x l n u n n  
Mire 
m o n n  
Mire 
~~ 
Mire 
munn 
Mire 
munn 
Mire 
munn 
Mire 
munn 
Mire 
I I E n n u n n  
Mire 
m o n n  
Mire 
m u n n  
Mire 
mnum 
Untouched area. 
Finland Main habitat type Ecological function 
geo.unit 
Area Lati- Longi- pr;mw, 
ha tude tude secondary 
2,869 67 31 28 55 NC3 
3,460 68 05 27 41 Nc3 
3,973 69 12 27 09 Nc3 
4,164 67 18 27 42 NC3 
4,270 68 42 23 60 NC3 
4,277 67 50 25 33 NC3 
4,290 67 19 24 03 E:: 
4,404 67 31 26 50 NC3 
5,855 67 60 24 49 NC3 
6,831 68 12 24 26 NC3 
7,180 67 25 25 23 NC3 
8,894 68 13 25 55 NC3 
10,290 67 02 28 48 NC3 
15,460 68 29 24 30 NC3 
43,640 68 41 2221 g: 
43,785 67 50 26 27 Nc3 
51,812 6929 2744 NC3 
220,625 68 31 26 34 NC3 
293,643 69 42 27 53 : 
30,597 67 57 28 41 NC3 
293,643 69 00 21 39 NC' 
156,772 69 10 26 12 NC3 
181,878 69 43 26 25 : 
61,434 6818 2441 Nc3 
127,797 68 36 24 15 NC3 
66,590 68 36 22 53 Nc3 
15,268 6841 2825 NC3 
21,183 6738 2932 NC3 
155,340 69 09 28 28 Nc3 
2,181,512 ha, total 
c m  
Code Name Year 
1988 nxllunn 
Mile 
m u n n  
Mire 
mm 
Mire 
lXl1m 
Mire 
lmnIlcum 
Mire 
I l o n n  
Mire 
~ l ~  
Mire 
lmnIlm 
Mire 
ImIEIunn 
Mire 
m o n n  
Mire 
l I E C ! I l r n  
Mire 
l I l x l n Z 1 m  
Mire 
m111 
Mire 
monn 
Mire 
l l x l n m  
Mire 
l I I x I n I 1 m  
Mire 
mm 
Mire 
unnuun 
IIIIIIIIIIII 
IIII(IIIIIII 
FIN024 Kaarreramia-Kellovuotso 
FIN025 Vaaranaapa 
FINO28 Poyrisvuoma 
FIN029 Loukisen latvasuot 
FIN030 Teuravuoma-Kivijarvenvuoma 
FIN03 1 Viiankivuoma 
FIN032 Kuortanovuoma-Saivinvuoma 
FIN033 Raakevuoma-Vuossijanka 
FIN034 Naatavuoma-Sotkavuoma 
FIN039 Pomokaira-Tennioaapa 
FIN042 Hammastuntun 
FINO43 Kaldoaivi 
FIN044 Kemihaara 
FIN045 Kasivarsi 
FIN046 Muotkatunturi 
FIN047 Paistuntun 
FIN048 Pulju 
FIN049 Pijyrisjhi 
FIN050 Tarvantovaara 
FIN05 1 Tsarmituntun 
FIN052 Tuntsa 
FIN053 Vatsiiri 
45 areas in IUCN CategoryIV 
52 areas in NCN Category I - V 2,590,495 ha, 32.6% of total Arctic area in Finland 
Finland 
CAFF 
Code Name 
Main habitat type Ecological function 
0 
- 
Area 
Year 
Ramsar sites 
FINO4 1 Koitelaiskaira 
1 Ramsar site 34,400 ha, total 
lsite 34,400 ha, 0.4% of total Arctic area in Finland 
53 areas in Finland 2,624,895 ha protected Arctic area (all classes) 
33.0% protected Arctic area of 7,954,700 ha total Arctic area 
8.6% protected Arctic area of 30,463,200 ha total land area 
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ICELAND 
Main habitat type Ecological function 
CAFF 
Code Name 
" 
geo.unit 2 'Y 
Area Lati- Longi- prhw, 
Year ha tude tude secondary 
IUCN Categoty I 
ICE012 Surtsey NR 
ICE025 Eldey NR 
1965 0,270 63 20 20 35 NC6 S S l l m  ~~ 
Volcanic island Lifeform settlement and 
succession monitoring 
1940 0,002 63 42 23 00 NC6 S S ~~ u I n u m  
Island Birdcliffs, large gannet colony 
2 areas in IUCN Category1 0,272 ha, total 
IUCN Categoty I1 
ICE003 Jokulsargljufur m a r k  1973 15,100 65 54 16 32 Nc3 
NC 1 
s s 11m UInUln 
Canyon, craters, birch wood 
ICE004 Skaftafell NPark 
ICE005 Thingvellir m a r k  
1967 160.000 6416 1708:; S S mm m a  
Birch wood 
1928 5,000 64 15 21 04 NC' 
NC3 
s s I I o n n  Inninn 
Geological formations 
3 areas in IUCN CategoryII 180,100 ha, total 
IUCN Categoty I11 
ICE01 3 Alftaversgigar NM 1975 3,650 63 30 18 30 :: P S ~~ I n n =  
Volcanic craters 
ICE014 Askja i Dyngjufjollum NM 1978 5,000 65 03 16 47 NC1 P S ~~ U E n U l n  
Volcanic crater 
ICE01 5 Lakagigar NM 1971 16,000 6406 1811 El S S ~~ ur!IluIn 
Volcanic craters 
ICE01 6 Skogafoss NM 1987 2,204 63 33 19 30 S S ~~ u I n m  
Waterfall 
4 areas in IUCN Categorym 26,854 ha, total 
IUCN Categoty IV 
ICE001 Myvatn-Laxa 
ICE007 Flatey NR 
ICE008 Geitland NR 
ICE0 10 Kringilsmani NR 
ICE01 1 Miklavatn NR 
ICE020 Hvannalindu i Krepputungu NR 
6 areas in IUCN CategoryIV 
1974 440,000 65 22 16 41 R PS S 
NC3 lake, river, and surrounding wetlands. Waterfowl 
geological formations 
1975 0,100 65 21 22 50 Nc3 S S ~~ ~~ 
Island 
1988 11.750 6441 2037:; P S mm mm 
466,200 ha, total 
IUCN Categoty V 
ICE002 Thjorsarver NR 
ICE006 Fjallabak NR 
ICE009 Herdisarvik NR 
ICE017 EsjufjoU NR 
112 
1979 47,000 64 01 19 10 NC1 M S 
Mountain; volcanoes,geothermal 
activity.lava.sands.rivers. 
1988 4,000 63 52 21 51 NC6 S S ~~ 
Coastal area, lavafields 
1978 27,000 64 13 1630 NC" M S m 
Nunatak 
UInInm 
Breeding area of Pink-fooled 
Geese 
Ulnuul 
Main habitat type Ecological function Iceland 
C AFF 
Code Name 
geo.unit 2 o e $ - 8 '  - Area Lati- Longi- prdw, y /  ; & g g , % 2 n  W i ii " 
Year ha tude tude reconkv , , c 5 5 i a 8 9 ,$ ) 2 2: f ,I 
ICE01 8 Herdubreidarfndland NR 1974 17,000 65 17 1608 NC1 M S 
Lavafields 
ICE0 19 Homsaandir NR 1975 58,000 66 23 22 36 NC1 PS S 11 
Birdcliffs, seabird colonies 
ICE021 Lonsoraefi NR 
ICE022 Vatnsfjordur NR 
1977 32,000 64 35 15 11 NC1 
NCll  
s s I-Innm 
Birch wood, rivers 
1975 20,000 65 37 23 06 i:: 
Fjord with birchwood 
8 areas in IUCN CategoryV 242,500 ha, total 
- 
23 areas in IUCN Category I - V 915,926 ha, 8.9% of total Arctic area in Iceland 
IUCN Categoty VIII 
ICE023 Blafjoll CP 1973 8,400 6400 21 40 NC6 C SC mm 
ICE024 Reykjanesfolkvangur CP 1975 30,000 63 55 21 58 NC6 C SC 
2 areas in IUCN CategoryVm 38,400 ha, total 
2 areas in IUCN Category > V 38,400 ha, 0.4% of total Arctic area in Iceland 
25 areas in Iceland 954,326 ha protected Arctic area (all classes) 
9.3% protected Arctic area of 10,300,000 ha total Arctic area 
9.3% protected Arctic area of 10,300,000 ha total land area 

NORWAY 
Norway Main habitat type Ecological function 0 
geo.unit 2 B fV 
Area Lati- Longi- prhw, 2 E 5 i 9 ; r 0 3 <  Z a z n  g = . z i  
Year r tude b d e  secondui g . p 2. 5 2. 2 2 l l .  % c x g g s 2. -! . "rar. % g c  2 2 2 L!p g g  m , p u z m m ,  b' 
CAW 
Code Name 
IUCN Categoty I 
NOR002 Storlia, NR ~ n n n  
The northernmost natural spruce 
forest, rich birch forest. 
l r l l u u l  
Complex subalpin forest 
system with intact flora and 
fauna. 
ulnm 
Complex wetland area with 
intact flora and fauna. 
l x l I c ImJn 
Mixed wetland, includes also morain 
areas. 
I I W I I o n n  
Coastel area with many small islands. 
NOR007 Bliksvar NR 
NOR008 Karlsoyvar NR 
NOR01 1 Skogvoll NR 
NOR0 16 Javreoaivit NR 
NOR0 18 Nord-Fugloy NR 
NOR022 Reinoya NR 
NOR023 Ovdaldasvani NR 
NOR024 Makkaurhalvoya NR 
NOR025 Blodskytodden-Barvikmyran NR 
NOR028 Frerdesmyra NR 
NOR033 North-east Svalbard NR 
NOR034 Moffen NR 
NOR035 South-east Svalbard NR 
NOR036 Pasvik NR 
16 areas in IUCN Category1 
0,350 67 14 
0,800 67 34 
2,800 69 09 
3,000 69 32 
2,130 70 16 
1,300 70 16 
1,430 69 58 
11,350 70 37 
2,650 70 25 
1,200 69 44 
1,903,000 79 36 
1,600 80 02 
638,000 77 41 
1,910 6909 
2,575,220 ha, total 
~~ 
Coastal area with many small islands. 
mulJn 
Mainly mixed mires. 
U J J n m  
Important waterfowl area. 
UuIuJn 
lrlluln 
Unique flon. 
ulnm 
Bird cliff 
muJn 
~~ 
One island. 
I I n m O n n  
Porsanger-dolomitt. 
IITIulJn 
Fossil sand dune. 
mnnn 
Steep cliffs. 
llXlm 
Shore meadows and mires. 
lIxlnmJn 
Mixed bogs. 
l111lIml 
Important bird cliff. 
U n I u I n  
UIJn- 
Mainly glaciers. 
nnnm ulnm 
Walrus 
muUl 
~~ 
Bogs and bogs with pine~ees, lake 
ixulm 
Waterfowl 
IUCN Categoty I1 
NOROO 1 Saltfjellet-Svartisen, NPark l111iIlmEl UInUm 
Includes birch forests. l ie - r ich  areas, Complex mountain area with 
caves. intact flora and fauna. 
NOR0 10 Rago M a r k  
NOR01 2 0vre Dividal NPark s s l I x n z n m  
Mainly moutah area. Also pine and 
birch forests and mires. 
UlniIUl 
Complex landscape with rich 
flora and fauna. 
mlnn 
Natural oceanic pine and birch 
forests. 
I m n  
Untouched mountain and 
v d y  area 
~ U u I  
Large varied unspoilt forest 
and plateau. 
~~ 
s s = 
Mountain, pine and birch forests. 
NOR0 13 hderdalen NPark 
NOR014 Reisa NPark 
Vegetation zones from lowland to 
high altimde, rich flora. 
s s I  
Birch forest?., bogs. treeless plateaus. 
NOR0 19 0vre Anarjokka NPark 
s l I n z n m  
The nothemmost pine forest of the 
world (10 M). 
NOR021 Stabbursdalen NPark 
s s II1WIm 
Virgin forest area. mainly pine forest. 
NOR029 @we Pasvik NPark 
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Ecological function Norway 
CAFF 
Code Name 
Main habitat type 
geo.unit 2 B 
Area Lati- Longi- pr;mary, 
Year ha tude tude secondary 
NOR030 South-Spitsbergen NPark 1973 530,000 76 55 15 36 iEi S S I I l I u I m  
65 % glacier. 
NOR031 Forlandet NPark 
Mainly Nndra, from shore lo 
mountain, many small glaciers. 
NOR032 North-west Spitsbergen NPark 1973 356,000 79 24 11 05 
NO1 
s s u n n m  
11 areas in IUCN CategoryII 1,495,050 ha, total 
UInm 
Sea buds. 
U I n K l X E l  
Common seal and sea birds. 
m n m  
Sea buds, walrus, svalbard 
reindeer. 
IUCN Categoty V 
NOR004 Salwellet, LPA 
NOR005 Glsvatnan, LPA 
NOR006 Gsterdalen LPA 
NOR009 Strandi-0s LPA 
NOR015 Raisduottarhaldi LPA 
NOR017 Skipsfjord LPA 
NOR020 Vassbotndalen LPA 
NOR026 Brannsletta LPA 
NOR027 Garsjoen LPA 
9 areas in IUCN CategoryV 
50,800 66 40 
12,000 66 59 
2,700 67 09 
1,670 67 31 
8,000 69 20 
4,200 70 09 
7,550 69 59 
1,880 69 58 
2,000 69 53 
90,800 ha, total 
NC2 
NC3 
NC3 
NC3 
NC6 
NC1 
NC6 
NCI 
NCI 
NC I 
Mixed Forest 
~~ 
Subterranean river, areas with very 
rich flora. 
llX117;31m 
Bogs, small lakes, rivers. Rich 
deciduous forests. 
l I K u l u n n  
~ o n n  
Gray alder. 
l n n x l u n n  
Quartergeology. 
Quartergeology. 
l n I l 1 1 1 1 1  
In connection with RegNo.: 
NOR001, NOR002. NOR005 
I u u l  
UInuuI 
Rich and div. flora and fauna. 
36 areas in IUCN Category I - V 4,161,070 ha, 25.4% of total Arctic area in Norway 
36 areas in Norway 4,161,070 ha protected Arctic area (all classes) 
25.4% protected Arctic area of 16,352,200 ha total Arctic area 
10.8% protected Arctic area of 38,697,500 ha total land area 
RUSSIA 
Russia Main habitat type Ecological function 
- 
Year 
CAFF 
Code Name 
IUCN Categoty I 
RUSOOl Kandalakshsky NR 
RUS002 Laplandsky NR 
RUS003 Pasvik NR 
RUS004 Taimyrsky NR 
RUSOO5 Putoransky NR 
RUS006 Lena Delta NR 
RUS007 Wrangel Island NR 
1932 70,527 66 25 33 48 Rt:5 S llxID(711m 
North taiga, wetland. 5 distinct m a s .  
U u l u I n  
Important for the genofond of 
wild northern animals. 
mm 1930 268,400 67 60 31 55 Ru15 S uunnnn  
Very varied landscapes and habitat 
types. 
1992 14,600 69 18 29 25 Ru15 S ~1~ 
Mixed wetland. 
1979 1,348,708 7224 101 54 RU'4 S 1 1 1 1 1 1 -  
. . 
The reserve consist of two parts. 
1976 795,700 71 23 175 42 Ru13 S m l m  
RUSO 18 Franz Josef Land NR 1994 4,200,000 81 04 55 49 Rul S S o n n m  1111luIn 
Large populations of 
endangered rare arctic biota 
species. 
RUS022 Great Arctic NR 1993 4,169,200 72 60 79 04 RU15 lIlxlnm lIlxlm 
RU9 Waterfowls. Reindeer. Wolf, 
Polar bear 
RUS026 Magadansky NR (Seimohanski part) 1982 1 17,839 63 46 153 08 RU21 onn111111 u I n m  
10 areas in IUCN Category1 14,305,274 ha, total 
IUCN Categoty IV 
RUSOO8 Nenets Sanctuary 
RUSOlO Murman tundra Sanctuary 
RUSOl 1 Lower Ob-river Sanctuary 
RUS012 Chaigurgino Sanctuary 
RUS013 Purinsky Sanctuary 
RUS014 Vaigach Sancyuary 
RUSO15 Yamal Sanctuary 
RUS016 Messo-Yakhinsky Sanctuary 
RUS017 Ust-Yansky Sanctuary 
RUS020 Kan-Lake Sanctuary 
RUS021 Tulomsky Sanctuary 
RUSO23 Lebedinkys Sanctuary 
RUS024 Tundorovyi Sanctuary 
RUS025 Ust-Tanyrersky 
RUS027 Teyukuul Sanctuary 
15 areas in IUCN CategoryIV 7,106,800 ha, total 
25 areas in IUCN Category I - V 21,412,074 ha, 3.4% of total Arctic area in Russia 
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Main habitat type Ecological function 
CAFF 
Code Name 
0 
5 
Area Lati- Longi- prhw, 
ha tude tude recandaly Year 
IUCN Categoty VI 
RUS019 Novo-Siberia islands 
1 area in IUCN CategoryVI 
1992 3,840,000 74 50 142 40 Ru13 C~~ u Inu ln  
3,840,000 ha, total 
IUCN Categoty VII 
RUSOO9 Beringia ethno-nature park 
1 area in IUCN CategoryW 
1993 3,053,300 65 56 173 46 RU8 
RU2O 
3,053,300 ha, total 
2 areas in IUCN Category > V 6,893,300 ha, 1.1% of total Arctic area ia Russia 
27 areas in Russia 28,305,374 ha protected Arctic area (all classes) 
4.5% protected Arctic area of 634,978,000 ha total Arctic area 
1.7% protected Arctic area of 1,707,540,000 ha total land area 

SWEDEN 
Sweden Main habitat type Ecological function 
geo.unit 2 B e 
Area Lati- Longi- ,rl & 3 G 2 E F E r z 2  a -  5 - 2  @ ha tude tudo rccondari 4 ; ij 2 E .  a E g 2 8 2 i ' g 64 
r qo g R 3 p "2' o% 2. ,E 2' 2 oG ,s 
CAFF 
Code Name Year 
IUCN Categoty I1 
SWEOO 1 Vadvetjakka m a r k  1825 NC1 mm 
Birch. 
18 42 Ez: mm 
Mainly birch, exmme rich flora. 
17 57 NC2 m  
Mixed mountain, virgin pine forest. 
17 34 NC2 m 
Mixed alpine area, birch forest. 
1641 NC2 o n n m  
Alpine heaths, great lakes. 
20 08 Ez: lIElimunn 
Vast mire complex, extensive virgin 
pine and spruce forests. 
1658 Ezi l I u m m  
213 mountain birch. Alpine heaths. 
lakes. 
Inn11111 
Birds. flora, caves. 
1111111111 SWE002 Abisko m a r k  
SWE003 Stora Sjfifallel m a r k  
SWE004 Sarek M a r k  
SWE005 Padjelanta NPark 
uln11111 
Rich wildMe. 
SWE006 Muddus NPark 
SWE007 Peljekaise NPark 
7 areas in IUCN Category11 598,210 ha, total 
IUCN Categoty IV 
SWE008 Stordalen NPres 
SWE009 Alajaure NPres 
SWEOlO Pakketanjaure NPres 
SWEOl 1 Vittangi-Soppero NPres 
SWEO 12 Rautusakkara NPres 
SWEO 13 Pessinki NPres 
SWE014 Kaitum NPres 
SWE015 Lina NPres 
SWE016 Stubba NPres 
SWE017 Dundret 
SWEOl8 Sjaunja 
SWE019 Kartevare 
SWEO2O Harrejaure 
SWE02 1 Parlalven 
SWE022 Kallovaratjeh 
SWE023 Sem 
SWE024 PalkCve 
SWE025 Nuortap-Antivaratj 
SWE026 A w e s j a b  
SWE027 Tjeggelvas 
SWE028 Lingsjaen 
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Sweden Main habitat type Ecological function 
geo.unit 
Area Lati- Longi- primary, 
ha tude tude secondary 
CAFF 
Code Name Year 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1974 
1988 
1988 
1982 
1990 
1988 
1988 
SWE030 Plassa 
SWE031 Palja 
SWE032 B t g i  
SWE033 Nimtek 
SWE034 Tjadnesvare 
SWE035 Delikalven 
SWE036 Nalovardo-Storgidna 
SWE037 Vindelfjallen 
SWE04 1 Daimadalen 
SWE042 Oxfjallet 
SWE043 Blaikfjallet 
36 areas in IUCN CategoryIV 
1,700 64 40 15 24 NC3 
11,000 6430 1614 NC3 
1,364,142 ha, total 
43 areas in IUCN Category I - V 1,962,352 ha, 20.7% of total Arctic area in Sweden 
-- - 
43 areas in Sweden 1,962,352 ha protected Arctic area (all classes) 
20.7% protected Arctic area of 9,500,000 ha total Arctic area 
4.8% protected Arctic area of 41,100,000 ha total land area 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
(ALASKA) 
Main habitat type Ecological function USA 
C AFF 
Code Name 
geo.unit 
Area Lati- Longi- 
Year ha tude tude secondary 
IUCN Categoty I1 
ALA016 Gates of the Arctic NPark 
ALA017 Katmai m a r k  
ALA019 Kobuk Valley NPark 
3 areas in IUCN CategoryII 
IUCN Categoty I11 
ALA013 Walker Lake NNL in Gates of the 
Arctic m a r k  
ALA02 1 Walrus Island NNL in ADP&G 
Walrus Island SGS 
ALA033 Unga island NNL in Shumagin 
Village Corp. 
ALA034 Aniakchak Crater NNL in Aniakchak 
NM 
ALA035 Anigetch Peaks NNL in Gates of the 
Arctic NP 
ALA036 Bogoslov Island NNL in Alaska 
Maritime NWR 
ALA037 Clarence Rhode NNL in Yukon Delta 
NWR 
ALA038 McNeil River NNL in McNeil River 
SGS 
ALA039 Mt. Veniaminof NNL in Alaska 
Peninsula NWR 
ALA040 Shishaldin Volcano NNL in Alaska 
MaritimeNWR 
ALA041 Simeonof Island NNL in Alaska 
Maritime NWR 
11 areas in IUCN CategoryIII 
IUCN Categoty IV 
ALAOOl Alaska Maritime NWR 
ALA002 Alaska Peninsula NWR 
ALAOO3 Arctic NWR 
ALA004 Kodiak NWR 
ALAOO5 Becharof NWR 
128 
4,118,100 ha, total 
32,700 67 15 154 33 NA2 
3,600 58 40 160 22 NA6 
1,200 55 22 160 45 NA6 
8,300 56 54 158 06 NA6 
14,300 67 23 15403 NA2 
0,050 53 55 168 02 NA1 
1,281,100 6036 164 39 NA' 
280,700 58 45 154 15 NA6 
324,200 56 00 159 30 NA6 
25,700 54 40 163 40 NA6 
4,400 54 54 159 15 NA6 
1,976,250 ha, total 
Indigenous people follow 
patterns of life. 
F unnmmm 
Lakes, rivers, glacier. coastline of cliffs Cretical for the Brown bears 
and islets. survival in Alaska. 
F onnmmuln 
Large active sand dune field. Remnant flora. Great caribou 
herds. 
Approximately 2.400 islands. rocks, 
reefs etc. 
F unnm 
Diverse landscape with volcanos. 
lakes, rivers, coastline. 
F u n n m  
The most nonhern of all refuges. 
ulnm 
Diverse range of seabirds and 
wildlife. 
KInuIn 
Diverse mammals, sea 
mammals and buds 
1 u l n  
Porcupine caribou, other 
mammals, migratory 
waterfowl. 
U I n U J n  
F rlX11Ionnmm 
Becharof lake and wetlans dominate. Salmon spawning streams 
also hills and volcanoes attract brown bears. 
USA Main habitat type Ecological function 
geo.unit 
Lati- Longi- 
tude tude secondary 
55 15 162 30 NA1 
CAFF 
Code Name 
Area 
Year ha 
~~ 
Also tundra, glaciers, volcanoes 
W X J X l u m  
Import. for Black grant and 
Empire geese during migration. 
ALA006 Izembek NWR 
177a1lm 
The tundra wetlands are the most 
prominent. 
rrlm 
~~ 
Situated where the Bering 
Land Bridge once existed. 
ulnmn 
ALA007 Selawik NWR 
ALAOO8 TogiakNWR 
ALA009 Yukon Delta NWR lxLln- 
The Yukon and Kuskokwim Rivers 
dominate the landscape. 
Inlllm 
Volcanic features, hot springs. 
r r l u n n  
Volcanic features, hot springs. 
l x l I n m  
56 Yupik villages in the refuge 
depend on wildlife resouces. 
ALAOlO Aniakchak NM 
ALAOl1 Aniakchak NPres 
ALA012 Bering Land Bridge NPres 
ALA014 Cape Krustenstern NM l I z l I n l J n n  
Gravel beachscape. 
~ C u n  
Archaeological sites. Beach 
ridges describe land growth. 
U I n C l J n  
Indigenous people follow 
taditional patterns of life. 
IX1rTXIIIWI 
Cretical for the Brown bears 
survival in Alaska. 
E I z E n ~  
Large untouched river basin. 
E.g.camivores.daU sheep,birds 
ALAO I5 Gates of the Arctic NPres 
Lakes, rivers, glaciers, coasline of 
cliffs and islets. 
ALAO 18 Kahnai NPres 
ALA020 Noatak NPres 
ALA022 Tugidak Island SCHA 
ALA023 Cape Newenham SGR IIIzUnmJn 
Vast eelgrass beds. 
W X I m  
Ducks, geese, shorebirds. 
Critical to Black brant. 
Da>aIlrllll 
E.g.ducks.geese.shore bird. 
patticul.impon.to Canada 
geese. 
W X I m  
Waterbirds. 
l I l m n m  
Large vegetated, intertidal mas. 
ALA024 Cinder River SCHA 
mm 
Extensive areas of tideflats, wetlands 
and nearshore waters. 
ALA025 Egegik SCHA 
m o n n  
One of the world's largest eelgrass 
beds. 
UnnuDn 
E a n C u n  
Millions of wahverfowl 
ALA026 Izembek SGR 
ALA027 McNeil River SGS 
ALA028 Pilot Point SCHA mm lxxlnum 
Extensive tideflats and flat lowland Large flocks of waterbirds. 
tundra. 
ITxlrlm 
Extensive estuarine enviroment of 
tideflats and wetlands. 
~ u n n  
WXllCun 
Large flocks of waterbirds. 
ALA029 Port Heiden SCHA 
W X I m  
Large flocks of waterbirds. 
uzn- 
Regularly land-based walrus 
haulout. Seabirds. 
~~ 
ALA030 Port Moller SCHA 
ALA03 1 Walrus Islands SGS 
7 craggy islands fronted by rocky 
beaches and steep cliffs. 
u c m m  
Diversed area; from boreal forest to 
arctic tundra. 
27 areas in IUCN CategoryIV ha, total 
- 
33,142,550 ha, 56.1 % of total Arctic area in USA 41 areas in IUCN Category I - V 
USA 
CAFF 
Code Name 
Main habitat type Ecological function 
" 
E 
Year 
41 areas in USA 33,142,550 ha protected Arctic area (all classes) 
56.1% protected Arctic area of 59,055,300 ha total Arctic area 
3.6% protected Arctic area of 916,675,800 ha total land area 
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APPENDIX I 
Management practices and regulations in Canada: 
1) Legislation under which protected areas in the Arctic have been established: 
Federal 
National Parks - National Parks Act., National Historic Parks - National Parks Act 
National Wildlife Areas - Canada Wildlife Act and Wildlife Area Regulations 
Migratory Bird Sanctuaries - Migratory Birds Convention Act and Bird Sanctuary 
Regulations: 
Territories 
Northwest TerritoriesIYukon: Game Sanctuaries - Wildlife Act (Northwest Territories) and 
Wildlife Act (Yukon) 
Provinces 
Manitoba: Ecological Reserves - Ecological Reserves Act and Regulations (1981), 
Wildlife Management Areas - Wildlife Act (1980) 
Newfoundland: Provincial Parks - Provincial Parks Act, Ecological Reserves - Wildemess 
and Ecological Reserves Act (1980). Not yet represented in the Arctic 
Ontario: Provincial Parks & Nature Reserves - Ontario Provincial Parks Act (1980), 
Wilderness Areas - Wildemess Areas Act (1 980) 
Quebec: Wildlife Sanctuaries - Wildlife Conservation Act 
Saskatchewan: Provincial Parks Parks Act (1986) 
International 
Ramsar Sites - No legislation (International Convention) 
World Heritage Sites - UNESCO World Heritage Convention 
2) Re~ulationslrestrictions pertaining to different categories of protected areas: 
Federal 
National Parks, National Historic Parks, National Wildlife Areas, Migratory Bird Sanctuaries. 
Wildlife Sanctuaries - Hunting and collection of wildlife, nests and eggs (except with 
appropriate approvals) are prohibited under the Canada Wildlife Act (Section 29). Native 
people may still hunt for subsistence purposes (e.g. food) except in the Thelon Game 
Sanctuary where all hunting and trapping activities are prohibited. 
Provinces 
Manitoba: The Manitoba Ecological Reserve Act (IUCN Category 1) prohibits all access and 
uses without a Ministerial permit. Where access is provided it is usually by foot. Development 
activities are prohibited. 
Newfoundland. The Newfoundland Provincial Parks Act (IUCN Category 11) controls access 
by Ministerial permit. Development is not permitted (hydro, forestry, mining etc.)nor is 
hunting. Public activities such as camping, angling, berry picking photography are allowed. 
Ontario: The Provincial Parks Act provides for 6 classes of parks: wilderness, Nature 
Reserve, Historical, Natural Environment, Waterways and Recreation. 
The Act prohibits logging, hunting, trapping, mineral exploration and hydroelectric 
development in wilderness and recreation class parks. Tourism is permitted on a 
non-consumptive, non-motorized basis. Status Indians are allowed to continue traditional 
activities on lands in provincial falling with their treaty areas. e.g. trapping and hunting. 
No trapping, mining or hydroelectric development is permitted in any of the other provincial 
parks. 
Quebec: The Wildlife Conservation Act provides for the creation of wildlife sanctuaries. 
Sanctuaries are multiple use and serve a variety of purposes. Hunting, trapping, fishing 
however, are the dominant activities. Utilization of the resource is fixed primarily on 
conservation of the wildlife. Activities are conducted under a set of regulations and licences 
which set out limits and standards. 
Saskatchewan: Parks under the Parks Act are managed principally for outdoor- recreation 
purposes. Recreation development however, is restricted to core areas. The multiple use 
concept is followed. Mineral exploration and forest harvesting can occur but require special 
permits. Fishing is by license as is hunting if the park is opened for hunting by the provincial 
government. 
3) Management Authorities: 
Federal 
National Parks - Federal Government, Canadian Parks Service, Environment Canada 
National Landmark - Federal Government in cooperation with local and regional authorities 
National Wildlife Areas - Federal Government, Canadian Wildlife Service, Environment 
Canada. 
Migratory Bird Sanctuaries - Federal Government, Canadian Wildlife Service, Environment 
Canada. 
Territories 
Wildlife Sanctuaries - Territorial Governments, Department of Renewable Resources. 
Provinces 
British Columbia: Ecological Reserves - Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks 
Manitoba: Ecological Reserves - Department of Natural Resources Wildlife 
Management Areas - Department of Natural Resources 
Newfoundland: Provincial Parks and Ecological Reserves - Department of Tourism and 
Parks 
Ontario: Provincial Parks and Wilderness Areas - Ministry of Natural Resources 
Ouebec: Wildlife Sanctuaries - Ministry of the Environment 
Saskatchewan: Provincial Parks - Department of the Environment 

APPENDIX I1 
Mana ement practices and regulations in United States of America ( ~ l a s  fa) 
I. Legislation under which protected areas in the Arctic are established: 
Federal Lands 
National Park Service and U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service - The Alaska National Interest Lands 
Conservation Act of 1980 (16 U2SC 410hh-3233,43 USC 1602-1784). 
(I) Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge 
(a) Bering Sea Refuge by Executive Order 1037 on February 27, 1909, 
(b) Bogoslof Refuge by Executive Order 1049 on October 23, 1909, 
(c) Pribilof Islands Refuge by Executive Order 1044 of February 27, 1909, 
(d) Chamisso Island Refuge by Executive Order 1658 on December 7, 19 12, 
(e) Aleutian Islands, partially revoked in 1928, by Executive Order 4592 of February 21, 
1927 and 1733 of March 3, 1913, 
(f) Semidi Islands Refuge by Executive Order 5858 of June 17, 1932; 
(2) Arctic National Wildlife Refuge [Public Land Order (PLO) 82 of January 22, 1943 and 
PLO 22 14 of December 9, 19601; 
(3) Izembek National Wildlife Refuge (PLO 2216 of December 6, 1960); and 
(4) Yukon Delta National Wildlife Refuge 
(a) Nunivak Island Reservation by Executive Order 5095 of April 15, 1929, 
(b) Yukon Delta Reservation by Executive Order 1041 of February 2, 1909, 
(c) Hazen Bay Migratory Waterfowl Area by Executive Order 7770 of December 14, 
1937, 
(d) Clarence Rhode National Wildlife Refuge by PLO 4584 of January 20, 1969. 
National parks established before ANILCA and its enabling legislation is included under: 
(1) Katmai National Park and Preserve (Presidential Proclamations No. 1127 of 
September 24, 1912, 10 Stat. 1855; No. 1950 of April 24, 1931, 17 Stat. 2453; No. 2177 
of June 15, 1936, 19 Stat. 3523; No. 2564 of August 4, 1942, 56 Stat. 1977; No. 3890 of 
January 20, 1969) 
(2) National Park Service Organic Act of 1916 as amended (16 USC 1) 
State Lands 
(1) Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
(a) State Game Refuges (Alaska Statutes 16.20.010 - 16.20.080); 
(b) Walrus Island and McNeil River state game sanctuaries (Alaska Statutes 16.20.090 - 
16.20.162); 
(c) Fish and Game Critical Habitat Areas (Alaska Statutes 16.20.500 - 16.20.690) 
(2) Department of Natural Resources 
Wood-Tikchik Lakes State Park (Alaska Statute 41.21.16 1) 
11. Annotated list of some important Federal laws 
a. Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act of 1980 (16 USC 410hh-3233, 43 USC 
1602- 1784) 
b. Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43 USC 1601 1624) 
c. The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA), as amended (43 USC 
1701 et seq. ) 
111. State of Alaska Replations 
a. Alaska Department of Fish and Game: 
The Alaska State Legislature classified certain areas as being essential to the protection 
of fish and wildlife habitat. These areas are designated as either a refuge, critical habitat 
area, or sanctuary. Management of these special areas is the responsibility of the 
Department of Fish and Game (Alaska Department of Fish and Game 199 1). 
A special area permit is required for any habitat altering work, including any 
construction activity in a designated state refuge, critical habitat area, or sanctuary. 
Legislation pertaining to these lands may be found in Alaska Statutes Title 16, Chapter 
20. 
b. Department Natural - Resources - : 
Wood-Tikchik State Park is the only state park in Arctic Alaska. The park is classified 
into three land use zones: recreational, natural, and wilderness. Recreational was 
established within the park to meet the more intensive recreation needs of ,the public by 
providing public access points, campgrounds, guided activities, information services. 
Natural provides moderate to low impact, cluster and dispersed forms of recreation and 
may ideally act as a buffer between the recreation development zone and the wilderness 
zone. Wilderness was established to promote, perpetuate, and where necessary, to 
restore the wilderness character of the land and its specific values of solitude, physical 
and mental challenge, scientific study, inspiration and primitive recreational 
opportunities. Alaska Statutes 41.21 .I62 - 41.21.167 describe management 
responsibility, establish a Management Council and management plan, regulations, and 
incompatible uses. Area protection is thus based on the park's Management Plan which 
established acceptable public uses and management goals. 
The statuary mandates for Wood-Tikchik Lake State Park and the management 
philosophy of the Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation are summarized by the 
following goal statements: 
(1) Protect fish and wildlife resources in the park, including management of natural 
habitats and support systems; 
(2) Protect and manage park resources to ensure continued traditional subsistence use 
activities, including Native allotment rights; 
(3) Provide for the outdoor recreation needs of visitors to the park, appropriate to the 
park's values and regional setting; 
(4) Protect and manage areas of significant scientific or educational value, visual 
quality, cultural or historic value, and areas of special significance; and 
( 5 )  Establish management practices which correspond to regional and statewide 
recreation and tourism demands. 
IV. U.S. Federal Laws that Relate to Wildlife and Other Trustee Resources 
Airborn Hunting Act 
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act 
Anadromous Fish Conservation Act 
Bureau of Land Management Authorities 
Coastal Barrier Resources Act 
Coastal Wetlands Planning, Protection and 
Restoration Act 
Comprehensive Environmental Response 
Compensation and Liability Act 
Corps of Engineers Projects 
Emergency Wetlands Resources Act 
Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration Act 
Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act 
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 
Fishery Conservation and Management 
Fur Seal Act 
Historic Preservation Act 
Land and Water Conservation Fund 
Migratory Bird Conservation Act 
National Wildlife Refuge Acts 
Pacific Salmon Treaty Act 
Refuge Recreation Act 
Rivers and Harbors Act of 1938 
Water Resources Planning Act 

APPENDIX I11 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON HABITAT PRO!IZCTION I N  THE ARCTIC 
Genera l  i n t r o d u c t o r y  i t e m s  
Name of country : 
Land area: 
T o t a l  Land a r e a  o f  t h e  coun t ry :  
Which p a r t  o f  t h e  c o u n t r y  i s  c o n s i d e r e d  a s  p a r t  of t h e  A r c t i c ,  
and shou ld  be i n c l u d e d  i n  t h e  review? ( P l e a s e  i n d i c a t e  on a  
map ) 
Land a r e a  i n  t h e  A r c t i c :  
Overview of habitat types in the Arctic: 
P l e a s e  l i s t  main h a b i t a t  t y p e s ,  and i f  p o s s i b l e  t h e  t o t a l  a r e a  
(km2) of  e ach  t y p e .  
I f  maps showing v e g e t a t i o n  zones ,  h a b i t a t  t y p e s  e tc  have been 
p r e p a r e d ,  p l e a s e  e n c l o s e  t h e s e ,  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  any a v a i l a b l e  
s t a t i s t i c s  on h a b i t a t s  i n  t h e  A r c t i c  f o r  your  c o u n t r y .  
Overview of threats to Arctic habitats 
P l e a s e  describe b r i e f l y  t h e  t r e a t s .  , 
A. Overview of existinq protected areas in the Arctic 
Overview following IUCN's protected areas categories: 
Cateory No of areas Total area % of land area 
VIII 
I 
I I 
I I I 
I v 
v 
VI 
VI I 
VIII 
Scientific Reserve/Strict Nature Reserve 
National Park 
Natural Monument/Natural Landmark 
Nature Consercation Reserve/Manaqed Nature Reserve/Wildlife Sanctuary 
Protected Landscape or Seascape 
Resource Reserve - Interim Conservation Unit 
Natural Biotic Area/Anthropoloqical Reserves 
Multiple Use Management Areas/Manaqed Resource Area 
(see enclosed copy from 1990 United Nations List of National Parks and 
Protected Areas) 
Is area protection based on systematic inventories and 
evaluations, e.g. of habitat types such as wetlands, or mainly 
on a case by case study and evaluation? 
If yes, please describe briefly the approach used, including 
criteria for evaluating conservation value, if such criteria 
have been adopted: 
Overview of protected areas by habitat type or ecological 
function : 
If i n f o r m a t i o n  i s  a v a i l a b l e ,  p l e a s e  g i v e  a n  overv iew o f  
p r o t e c t e d  a r e a s  o f  d i f f e r e n t  h a b i t a t  t y p e s  o r  e c o l o g i c a l  
f u n c t i o n  ( e . g .  w e t l a n d s ,  mar ine  a r e a s ,  f o r e s t s ,  s i tes of  
impor tance  f o r  s p e c i f i c  w i l d l i f e ,  g e o l o g i c a l l y  i n t e r e s t i n g  
sites, e tc )  : 
H a b . t v p e / e c o l . f u n c t .  No o f  a r e a s  T o t a l  a r e a  % o f  l a n d  a r e a  
Irlternational designations 
P l e a s e  l i s t ,  map and  g i v e  s i z e  o f  i n t e r n a t i o n a l l y  d e s i g n a t e d  
si tes : 
- World H e r i t a g e  S i t e s  
- Ramsar S i t e s  
- B i o s p h e r e  Rese rves  
- O t h e r  
Manaqement practices and requlations 
Legislation under which protected areas in the Arctic are 
established: 
Overview of regulations/restrictions pertaining to different 
categories of protected areas: 
Management authorities (national, provincial, local?) : 
Research activities, monitoring, wardening, visitors 
facilities in protected areas (please give brief overview): 
Human activities and utilization normally allowed to take 
place in the protected areas, eventually as specific rights of 
local/aboriginal people: 
C .  Gaps i n  p r o t e c t e d  a r e a  coveraqe i n  t h e  A r c t i c  
Have gaps been i d e n t i f i e d  i n  t h e  p r o t e c t e d  a r e a  network of 
your count ry?  I f  so ,  p l e a s e  i n d i c a t e  t h e  gaps .  
Does your coun t ry  have a  p l an  f o r  f i l l i n g  t h e  gaps /ex tending  
t h e  p r o t e c t e d  a r e a  network i n  t h e  A r c t i c ?  
D .  Examples of h a b i t a t  conse rva t ion  measures o u t s i d e  
p r o t e c t e d  a r e a s  
P l e a s e  l i s t  and d e s c r i b e  b r i e f l y  examples of h a b i t a t  
conse rva t ion  measures o u t s i d e  p r o t e c t e d  a r e a s ,  e . g .  a s  i s  done 
i n  t h e  enc losed  copy of a  Recommendation adopted by t h e  Bern 
Convention S tanding  Committee. 
P l e a s e  send t h e  in format ion  t o :  
D i r e c t o r a t e  f o r  Nature  Management 
Tungas l e t t a  2 ,  N-7005 Trondheim, NORWAY 

APPENDIX IV 
Protected Areas Data Base 
The report presents the contents of the protected areas database through maps and a table of protected areas. In 
addition, the database contains several other datasets used for reference. 
The three main parts of the database are: 
1. A tabular database giving information on the protected areas. The tabular database is identical to the table 
of protected areas. The digital tabular database exists as a Microsoft Access database than can easily be 
exported to other formats including common spread sheet formats. The key of this tabular database is the 
CAFF No, a arbitrary selected sequence number consisting of a 3 letter country part and a 3 digits serial 
number part. A few countries have unique national codes for protected areas, these are included in the 
database when available, but not shown in the table. 
2. A Geographical Information System (GIs) database that contains the polygons containing the outline of the 
protected areas. In the GIs database each polygon is given its corresponding CAFF No for identification. A 
mapping from the GIs system's CAFF No to the number in the tabular database is used to assign colour 
code for IUCN class etc. The data are managed with the GIs software ARCAnfo from ESRI. A separate 
polygon cover with protected areas exist for each country. 
3. GIs databases with various reference data. This includes proposed protected areas, Ramsar sites, various 
arctic lines, etc. These datasets are only included for reference and have varying quality. 
The Directorate For Nature Management has been responsible for compiling and updating the tabular database. 
UNEPJGRID-Arendal has compiled the GIs databases and the WCMC has contributed with several key 
datasets. In addition USGSIEROS-Alaska has been a particular valuable source for reference data. 
The following sections describe the data that are included in the maps as shown in the report. For each map 
each data layer is presented with a reference to its source(s), formats, scale, GRID-Arendal processing and a 
comment on quality. 
Vegetation Greenness in the Arctic 
~ - 
Normalized Diffrence 
Vegetation Index 
(NDVI) 
Sea ice 
Physiography 
Southern limit of 
Arctic data. 
USA 
Canada 
Norway 
Approx. 
Nominal 
Source 
Format 
Data Set 
Global NDVI, July 1991, projected to 
Arctic projection. USGSEROS-Alaska 
Arctic CD Interactive. Mean ice cover Sept. 
1967. USGS 
ARC World, ESRl 
Source 
Institution 
Based on Ecoregions of Alaska. 
USGSEROS-Alaska 
Based on North American Ecological Areas. 
Environment Canada, US-EPA, 
USGSiEROS-Alaska 
Arctic circle 
Finland 
Russia 
GRID-A 
Processing 
Digital 
Raster 
CD-ROM 
1.50 Mill Paper Sweden 
Comments on Quality 
Digital 
Digital 
Arctic circle + northern treeless areas. 
Arctic circle 
Various descriptions 
Scale 
1 .  l km 
cells 
1 :50 mill 
1:25 Mill 
Digitised 
1 :5 Mill 
1 :25 Mill 
Poorly defined line 
Paper 
Reprojected 
Simplified 
Projection 
Extraction 
Extraction 
Source for coast line, 
country borders, rivers 
1 :50 Mill Digitised Poorly defined line 
This reference map focus on the global NDVI data made available from USGSEROS. The NDVI give a 
general impression of the vegetation intensity in the Arctic. The data consists of optimal values for a 10 days 
period, some areas may be wrong classifies due to clouds etc. 
The Arctic data limit is defined as given above. It is of importance to note that each country have different 
approaches to the definition of the southern limits of data relevant for CAFF. Some of the lines are based low 
resolution descriptions and thus of low quality. 
The Arctic Region 
Data Set 
10" July isotherm 
Phytogeographical 
I boundary Floristic boundary 
Source 
Institution 
EPA's Global Climate Research 
Programme and NOAA-NGDC Global 
Change Database Programme 
Yurtev,B.A. 1994, Florisitic Subdivision of 
I I I I I 
Physical-Geographical Regions Classifications 
Circumpolar Arctic 
Yurtev,B.A. 1994, Florisitic Subdivision of 
Circumpolar Arctic 
I 
Source 
Institution 
Source 
Format 
CD-ROM 
Paper 
Permafrost 
I 
Source Comments on Quality 1 Format 1 :%:I 1 F-iing 1 
Paper 
Paper Washbum 1979 and various other sources 
I Association was not ready 
Approx. 
Nominal 
Scale 
1 5 0  Mill 
1 5 0  Mill 
This reference map displays various definitions of the Arctic. 
1.50 Mill 
1:50 Mill 
Scandinavia and 
Iceland 
GRID-A 
Processing 
Interpolated 
Digitised 
Svalbard 
of all highlights the need for a set of uniform and agreed upon reference maps of this kind in the ~ r c t i c .  The 
Circumpolar Arctic Vegetation Mapping initiative and an initiative to extend the North American Ecological 
Comments on Quality 
Low printing quality 
Digitised 
Digitzed, 
adiusted 
Naturgeografiska Regioner i Norden, 
Nordic Council of Ministers NU 1983:2 
Greenland 
Ecosystems of North 
America 
Landuse and 
Landscapesystems in 
Russia 
systems map into a circum polar dataset are two existing initiatives focusing on this problem. 
source paper map 
Low printing quality 
source paper map 
Better data from 
International Permafrost 
GRID-Arendal 
Paper 
map 
This maps is a composite of various landscape or ecological based classifications of the Arctic. This maps first 
Danish National Atlas, Plantebselter 
Gr0nland 
USGS, State of the Environment Canada 
National Conservation Activities in the 
former USSR 
Digital 
Protected Areas ( 3  maps) 
Scale 
1:3 mill 
Paper 
Digital 
Paper 
map 
I: 10 mill 
Data Set 
Canada 
USA, Alaska 
Greenland 
Iceland 
Digitised 
1 : 10 mill 
1 :25 mill 
1 :4 mill 
Source 
Format 
Source 
Institution 
Digital 
and paper 
State of the Environment Canada 
Several classes combined 
in the presentation 
Based on 
vegetation 
----- 
US Fish &Wildlife Service, USGSIEROS - 
Alaska 
Hjemmestyrelsen p i  Gr0nland. WCMC and 
Danish National Atlas 
Protected Areas and sites of special interest 
of Iceland. Nature conservation Council 
Simplified from various 
sources 
maps 
Digitised 
Projected 
Digitised 
Approx. 
Nominal 
Scale 
Poor precision 
Only land use, landscape 
type shown, protection 
priority not shown. 
Digital 
Digital + 
Paper 
Paper 
GRID-A 
Processing 
- 
Projected, 
digitised 
Comments on Quality 
Many areas have no 
polygons, they are plotted 
1 : 10 mill 
1:750 
000 
None 
Several 
corrections. 
Digitised 
This is they key dataset in this report. As can be seen from the above table the GIs data 
precision and quality various allot and even lacks for many of the Canadian areas. The maps 
has only IUCN class I - V areas plotted but the GIs database also contains polygons or points 
for IUCN class VI - X areas in the tabular database. For some of the countries the GIs data 
also include polygons for protected areas not included in the CAFF report. 
Norway 
Sweden 
Finland 
Russia 
Russia 
Russia 
Ramsar Sites, Biosphere Reserves and World Heritage Sites. 
Data Set I Source I Source I Approx. I GRID-A / Comments on OuaIitv 1 
- - / Institution 1 Format 1 ~ b k i n a ~  1 Processing I 
Directorate for Nature Management 1 The 
Norwegian Mapping Authority 
--
Naturvirdsverket 
Environmental Data Cented MoE Finland 
WWF Russia, I. Lyssenko 
Digital 
Digital 
PaperIDig 
ital 
Digital 
mostly 
1:250 
000 
1 :50 000 
1 :50 000 
- 400 000 
1 : 1 Mill 
Biosphere reserves 
Greenland WCMC + Various 
Paper adjusted 
based other 
--
WCMC 
MoE Russia, WWF International 
Scale 
Russia 
Sweden 
None 
I I I I I 
Ramsar Sites 
Projected 
Digitised 
Projected 
Digital 
Paper 
WCMC, WWF, Other 
Directorate for Nature Management 
data 
Svalbard Directorate for Nature Management 
Norway 
Most IUCN Class I areas. 
Alaska US Fish &Wildlife Service Digital 
1:4 Mill 
1.25 Mill 
Digital, 
Paper 
Paper 
Projected 
Projected 
P 
Digitised 
All Arctic WCMC, Ramsar database 
I I I 
Projected 
Digitised 
Combined, 
Digitised 
Digitised 
Sweden 
Alaska 
  he major input to this database is the Ramsar point database from WCMC. This is supplied with some 
polygon data. The polygon data on this map has not been changed since the second draft version of this report 
as no edit comments were received. 
Some IUCN Class IV 
areas. 
Many IUCN Class IV 
areas very low precision. 
Low precision 
Low precision 
Digitised Greenland 
I 
Canada 
Directorate for nature Management 
US ~ i s h  & Wildlife Service 
Paper 
Directorate for nature Management 
State of the Environment Canada 
Paper 
Digital Projected 
Digital Prqjected 
Existing and Proposed Protected Areas in the Arctic 
Proposed areas 
Data Set 
Existing areas 
Source 
Institution 
Summarised above 
Canada 
Iceland 
Sweden Directorate for Nature Management Paper I:25 Mill Digitised 
Source 
Format 
Scale 
State of the Environment Canada 
I I 
- 
Icelandic Museum of Natural History 
Approx. GRID-A 
Nom~nal Processing 
Paper 
Norway 
Finland 
Comments on Quality 
Paper 
Directorate for Nature Management Paper 
Russia 
1.25 Mill 
Environmental Data Center, MoE 
Protection Levels in the Arctic 
I I I I I I I 
The purpose of the map is to identify areas with low degree of protection. The natural-geographical units map 
was used as a simplified (and poor) delineation of ecosystems than should be protected to some level. Most 
I : 1 Mill 
1 :5 Mill 
MoE Russia, WWF Russia, 1. Lyssenko., 
WWF International P. Prokosh. 
Data Set 
The Landscape map and the table of 
protected areas in this report 
relevant changes of such reference map will in any case give a similar result. The general trend show low 
Digitised 
Digitised 
Digital 
degree of protection in southern areas and higher degree of protection in northern areas. The map was produced 
Low precision 
Digitised 
none 
Paper, 
Digital 
Source 
Institution 
Digital 
using the following steps. 
Some point data 
I .  Only IUCN class I - V areas are included. For US class I11 areas was excluded. 
150  Mill 
I: 1 Mill 
Source 
format 
scale 
Various 
2. The areas of the protected areas as given in the table of protected areas was assigned to the geographical 
unit(s) according to the codes given in the table. For areas covering two geographical units the area was 
divided proportionally. From this the total protected area of each geographical unit was calculated. 
Digitised 
3. The area of each physical-geographical unit was calculated using the GIs - system. These areas were 
corrected to fit the official Arctic area for each country as given in the report (in most cases < 2% 
deviation). 
Approx. 
Nominal 
Calculated. 
4. Each physical-geographical unit was then shaded using the ration of protected area over total area. 
Corrected to fit official 
area.  
GRID-A 
Processing 
Comments on Quality 
ANNEX I 
SUBMISSION BY THE NON-GOVERNMENT 
ORGANIZATIONS (NGO'S) FOR HABITAT PROTECTION IN 
THE ARCTIC 
In preparation of this Report, non-government organizations (NGO's) were provided with an 
opportunity to contribute. This Annex outlines the views of NGO's in the USA and Norway 
and of the World-Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), and their proposals for an expanded Arctic 
Protected Areas System. Many non-government organizations in the Arctic nations are engaged 
in activities respecting the protection of Arctic ecosystems, and several organizations have 
banded together to cooperate in this work. The NGO's point out serious threats to the Arctic 
environment, and they put forward recommendations of action to meet these threats. They 
support an international system of large-scale protected ecosystems, in terrestrial as well as 
nearshore and marine areas, and it is pointed out that marine areas are least protected by 
existing systems. 
Some NGO's mention that circumpolar systems of protected areas where traditional uses still 
occur can foster protection of ecosystems and a way of life. The U.S. Arctic Network believes 
that indigenous people must be active participants in the decision-making of any international 
agreement that affects them including the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy (AEPS). 
They also advocate that a comprehensive survey of contaminants that appear in the Arctic food 
chain be completed, with special consideration on bioaccumulation and the health of humans 
who practice a subsistence lifestyle. 
NGO's in USA point out that the opportunity exists at this time to protect biodiversity at the 
landscape scale which will be more difficult to maintain under future development pressures 
throughout the Arctic. They mean that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's definition of Arctic 
is too narrow. They also say it is critical to integrate Arctic protected areas with other aspects 
of the AEPS, such as contamination from sources from beyond the borders, global warming 
and ozone depletion. 
WWF-Norway believes it is vital that indigenous peoples participate in the CAFF process, and 
that it is important to develop a convention on protection and sustainable development in the 
Arctic. 
According to WWF, the Russian Arctic should be considered as the key region where protected 
area development needs international support. Such support may be given by direct use of 
funds, cooperation and involvement of NGOs, partnerships or twinning projects between 
Russian and reserves in other countries, use of "Western" research funds and resources and 
bilateral environmental agreements. WWF means that a protocol on Conservation o f  Arctic 
Flora, Fauna and their Habitat should be connected to a proposed framework "Convention on 
conservation and sustainable development of the environment of the Arctic region". WWF has 
drafted some elements for such a protocol. 
NGO's in USA propose five Arctic conservation areas: 
"Arctic Ring o f  Life" International Marine Biocultural Reserve 
This encompasses the dynamic and productive region shoreward of the permanent arctic ice 
cap or the zone of leads and polynyas beyond (see Figure 1). This environment provides critical 
habitat for feeding, staging, resting, reproduction and migration of birds and marine mammals. 
The polar ice supports the basis of the arctic marine food web that are the foundation for rich 
populations of fish, marine birds and mammals that dwell along the ice edge. The lead system 
has been used for thousands of years by Native peoples of the Arctic for access and as hunting 
areas for essential subsistence resources. 
The Arctic Ring of Life is particularly vulnerable to large-scale industrial activity resulting 
from oil and gas development, mining, shipping, military operations, nuclear-powered 
transportation and nuclear waste disposal. The NGO's mean that because case-by-case 
consideration of mitigating measures for development activities is already falling short of the 
extent of protection that is warranted for the Arctic Ring of Life, this proposal for a biocultural 
marine reserve is necessary. According to the NGO's, the AEPS should immediately begin a 
full exploration and consideration of the variety of tools available for protecting of the Arctic 
Ring of Life. 
Bering Sea Ecosvstem (see Figure 1) 
This highly productive marine area provides at least 10% of the world's fish and shellfish 
harvest and its living resources support the traditional culture and economies of indigenous 
peoples and other residents. Major crashes in populations of marine mammals, seabirds and 
fish in recent decades portend an ecosystem collapse. Populations of Steller sealions, listed as 
threatened under the Endangered Species Act, Northern Fur Seals and harbor seals have 
dramatically declined. Murres and two species of kittiwakes in the Central Bering Sea continue 
a decline first evident in the mid-19701s, and continue to have periodic reproductive failures. 
The stocks of pollock fish, a major food source for seabirds and marine mammals are declining 
at a rate of 10% per year. 
The NGO's mention high seas drift nets and bottomtrawls, oil spill and other pollution from 
shipping, offshore oil exploration and over-exploitation of fish stocks pose as being threats to 
the Bering Sea Ecosystem. According to the NGO's, an international marine conservation area 
for the Bering Sea ecosystem is immediately needed. 
Proposed transnational protected areas - terrestrial 
Caribou Commons Biocultural Reserve (see Figure 2) 
The first large-scale international wilderness reserve for wildlife in the circumpolar Arctic is 
comprised of the adjoining Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (U.S.) and Ivvavik (Northern 
Yukon) and Vuntut National Parks (Canada). This is a world-class wilderness resource. The 
NGO's mean that although the Porcupine Caribou Herd Agreement already recognizes the joint 
responsibilities the United States and Canada share for conservation of this international herd, 
the further step of establishing the Caribou Commons Reserve is needed. 
The boundaries of the reserve would encompass the entire ecosystem supporting the Porcupine 
caribou herd and extend beyond the core protected areas of Iwavik and Vuntut Parks and the 
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Figure 1 - Proposed Marine Conservation Areas. 

Arctic Refuge (where, the NGO's say, the critical calving and post-calving grounds of the 
coastal plain threatened by oil development still need to be protected as wilderness by the U.S. 
Congress). Additional security for Canadian lands will also be needed to protect the entire 
96,000 square-mile range of the herd, acceding to the NGO's. On both sides of the border, the 
coastal plain ecosystem also provides critical fall staging grounds for lesser snow geese and, in 
Alaska, supports arctic char, wolverine, and high densities of denning polar bears. 
Beringia Heritaae International Park (see Figure 2) 
Formation of an international park along the Bering Land Bridge was endorsed by the 
presidents of the U.S. and Russia at their 1990 and 1992 summits. The existing Bering Land 
Bridge National Preserve, Cape Krustenstern National Monument, Noatak National Preserve, 
and Kobuk Valley National Monument in the NANA Region will make up the US 
contribution, while a new ethnic ecological park has been proposed on the Chukotsk Peninsula 
in Russia to protect a shared cultural and natural heritage. 
The marine and near-shore environments of Bering Strait region continue to serve as an 
international crossroads for wildlife and indigenous people as well as being the most 
biologically productive ecosystems in the region. It is a treasure trove for world paleoecology, 
anthropology, archeology, and history. Member nations of the IUCN passed a resolution in 
February, 1988 urging the two nations to designate this rich and diverse environment as a 
World Heritage Site. 
WWF means that the Beringia Heritage International Park is the most important development 
at the present time, and points out that it should be assured that the international park includes 
the preservation of cultural as well as natural values. 
Proposed marine protected area - Alaska: 
Kasegaluk Lagoon 
This proposed protected area along the Chukchi Sea coast in northwest Alaska contains one of 
the largest coastal lagoon-barrier island systems in the world (see figure 3). The lagoons 
provide great productivity, including what is likely the most expansive salt marsh in arctic 
Alaska, and are an extraordinary concentration area along the migratory corridor for marine 
mammals and many arctic nesting birds as well as summer visitors. This area is extremely 
important for subsistence by indigenous peoples. 
According to a recent study, it "supports special habitat used by vertebrates that are not 
duplicated in lagoon habitats elsewhere in the Alaskan Arctic.. . ." About 100 species of birds 
use this area, and it is an important fall staging area for brant, northern pintails, western and 
semi-palmated sandpipers, long-billed dowitchers and phalaropes. Over 40% of brant using the 
Pacific flyway have been observed staging in Kasegaluk Lagoon, making it distinct from other 
arctic lagoon systems in Alaska. Up to 3,500 beluga whales use the lagoon for feeding, calving, 
and molting. Although small areas of the barrier islands are within the Alaska Maritime 
National Wildlife Refuge, most of this highly productive system of lagoons, barrier islands and 
associated uplands is not yet in a protected area. 
Kasegaluk Lagoon 
Figure 3 - Proposed Marine Protected Area in Alaska - Kasegaluk Lagoon. 
Barents Sea International Park 
Norwegian NGO's have proposed a plan for an international park in the Barents Sea to secure 
the last great wilderness in Europe. The proposal comprise Bear Island, Svalbard, Novaja 
Semlja, Frans Josefs Land and the sea area between these islands (see figure 1). 
According to the NGO's, this area is one of the most productive in the Arctic. It is an important 
growing and feeding area for the rich stocks of fish farther south. In the summer, there is 
probably 13-15 million seabirds in the area. Some 55 000 whales live here, as do 1.2 million 
seals and several thousand polar bears. The park should have the proposed size to encompass 
the whole ecosystem. The NGO's emphasizes that the protected area must include the 
important biological processes taking place where ice meet sea. It must also cover the seasonal 
fluctuations of the ice. 
Oil and gas exploration and development, increased marine traffic through the area and 
dumping of nuclear wastes are serious threats to the environment in the Barents Sea. 
Significant gaps in U.S. Arctic Ecosystem protection as stated by U.S. NGO's 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Coastal Plain 
A critical 1.5 million acre coastal plain area of the 19 million acre Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge is threatened by oil leasing and developmenent. According to the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, the coastal plain is the most biologically productive part of the Arctic Refuge 
and is the center of wildlife activity. It is a critical area for the International Porcupine caribou 
herd used for extremely high density calving and post-calving. The Department of the Interior 
concluded in its environmental impact statement that oil development in the coastal plain 
would have major effects on the Porcupine caribou herd, muskox, water quality and quantity, 
subsistence, recreation, and wilderness. Although the area is off-limits to development unless 
the U.S. Congress approves it, according to NGO's there has been intense pressure for this to 
happen. Environmentalist NGO's and the Gwich'in people are working to have this 1.5 million 
acre area added to the National Wilderness Preservation System. 
Designation o f  New Wilderness Areas 
The NGO's point out that virtually all of the national parks and refuges in Alaska established 
under the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) were concieved of as 
wilderness parks and refuges with the primary goal of retaining intact ecosystems for their 
biological diversity. According to the NGO's, less than half of the acreage in national parks, 
preserves and wildlife refuges in Alaska was added to the National Wilderness Preservation 
System by ANILCA, and very little of the productive wildlife habitat north of the Arctic Circle 
has been designated wilderness. The Fish and Wildlife Service and National Park Service 
studied the suitability of areas in refuges and parks for wilderness designation as required by 
ANILCA, concluding that more than 67 million additional acres were suitable in Alaska. 
National Petroleum Reserve - Alaska 
This 23 million acre area managed by the Bureau of Land Management has oil and gas 
exploration as its primary purpose, and the NGO's believe that it has inadequate protection for 
biodiversity. The area has great ecological, archeological, and wilderness values that need to 
have some regime for protection. Spanning north from the crest of the Brooks Range to the 
Beaufort and Chukchi Seas, the National Petroleum Reserve - Alaska contains rolling foothills 
and extensive coastal plain wetlands. The Colville River's rich riparian zones, including cliffs, 
provide extraordinary habitat for moose, nesting and prime feeding areas for peregrine falcons, 
gyrfalcons and other raptors and important archeological sites. The Colville and Utukok Rivers 
have been proposed for addititons to the Wild and Scenic River System. The Utukok area 
includes the calving grounds and migration routes of the Western Arctic caribou herd, grizzly 
bear, wolverine, and wolf habitat. The area provide habitat for over five million waterbirds, 
including spectacled and steller's eiders, rare yellow-billed loons, and other waterfowl and 
shorebirds. Diverse wetlands in the area are a globally significant molting and staging area for 
brant, Canada, white-fronted and Wrangel Island snow geese. 
According to the NGO's, the Department of the Interior in 1982 authorized exchange of 5000 
critical acres to petroleum development interests, and subsequently some of the area considered 
a "Special Area" was leased to the oil industry. The NGO's point out that studies have 
documented significant behavioral effects to brant from helicopter overflights in the area. 

